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October 18, 2023 

 

VIA PRIORITY MAIL 

 

The Honorable Merrick Garland 

Attorney General 

Department of Justice 

950 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

 

The Honorable Christopher Wray 

Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

935 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. 

Washington, D.C. 20535-0001 

 

Dear Attorney General and Director Wray: 

I write to your offices in the capacity of Private Attorney General, seeking your 

assistance for immediate redress. A decisive measure to remove the street signage, “BLACK 

LIVES MATTER”, a provably violent message of imminent incitement, and to immediately cause 

such to be eradicated off the pavement of Fifth Avenue, New York City, State of New York, 

facing Trump Tower.  This eradication of such should be caused, based on information and 

 

known and unknown, violated Title 18, U.S.C. §§ 241, 242, 245 and §§1961-1968. 

        Background 

Assata Olugbala Shakur (born Joanne Deborah Byron on July 16, 1947), also named 

“Joanne Deborah Chesimard” as the F.B.I.’s MOST WANTED TERRORIST, is an American 

political activist who was a member and leader of the Black Liberation Army (BLA). In 1977, 
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she was convicted in the first-degree murder of a New Jersey State Trooper Werner Foerster 

during a shootout on the New Jersey Turnpike in 1973. She then escaped from prison in 1979 

and is currently still wanted by the FBI, with a $1 million FBI reward offered for information 

leading to her capture and an additional $1 million reward offered by the Attorney General of the 

State of New Jersey. [RT746][IX007] 

The Black Liberation Army, the Black Panther Party, and other such race groups were 

known support groups of the Weather Underground, which, as a matter of record, intentionally 

planted destructive bombs in numerous government buildings, compelling police stations in 

America to install bullet-proof glass and greatly limit public access to local Police Chiefs. 

[GZ681][RT746][KL751][KQ986][KK524][AD204] In June 2017, then President Donald J. 

Trump gave a speech canceling the “Cuban Thaw” policies of his predecessor, President Barack 

Obama. A condition of making a new deal between the United States and Cuba was the release 

of political prisoners and the return of fugitives from justice; at which time, Trump specifically 

called for the return of "the cop-killer Joanne Chesimard". [GO963] 

 

Chesimard, under her alias Assata Shakur, is regarded as the “Inspirational Leader” of 

BLACK LIVES MATTER and of its adjunct groups, such as Assata’s Daughters. Why? Is it 

because her cold-blooded murder of a State Trooper, for which she is wanted, deems her a 

worthy role model to those in charge of her followers? In fact, young American women have 

been seen marching with signs that say “BLACK LIVES MATTER”, and with other signs that 

say, “ASSATA TAUGHT ME HOW TO FIGHT.” [TC123] 

 

Upon information and belief, Chesimard a.k.a. Assata Shakur, is embedded in the 

BLACK LIVES MATTER enterprise. This enterprise has morphed, and is now using a new name 

to mask an old, dangerous, and outlawed terrorist organization, the BLA.  Conceived to spread 

violence and racial division. Under the Obama-Biden Administration, the Weather 

Underground’s newer incarnation, the BLACK LIVES MATTER enterprise, became the lightning 

rod for the race agenda and, conveniently, a main source of fundraising for the Democrat Party. 

[VN317] [UQ862] 

 

Claiming it was for the black cause, BLM voraciously raised funds into the hundreds of 

billions of dollars, while ironically, predominantly black neighborhoods were torched throughout 

the U.S. Then, absconding with the as-yet-unaccounted for loot, always leaving a trail of human 

suffering and heartache in its wake.  

 

The enclosed reference document, “BLM – American Hamas” exposes BLM as publicly-

endorsing and defending Hamas, despite clear evidence of its barbaric acts of violence against 

the State of Israel. Arguably, evidence suggests violence by both sides, however, BLM is now 

seemingly and openly posturing as closely-aligned with Hamas, even as a large percentage of the 

people of New York City assert that they do not in fact, endorse BLM nor its alliances, and desire 

the offending BLM street signage removed. [BS725] [BO052] 

 

“Who is Warren Wilhelm-Did DeBlasio Attack N.Y.C. and D.T.?” presents evidence on 

information and belief, suggesting the existence in the U.S. and overseas, of violent Hamas-

loving terror cells targeting and killing both Americans and Europeans, shockingly connected by 
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and through Warren Wilhelm a.k.a. Bill DeBlasio to BLM and, by extension, the Democrat Party 

and quite possibly to the following:  

 

(A) a New York-New Jersey area “Covid Holocaust” targeting Jewish residents; (B) to 

the oddly-timed ambush and assassination of NYPD Officer Miosotis Familia, on July 6, 2017, 

just one day prior to DeBlasio’s odd untimely departure for Hamburg, Germany. Publishing his 

itinerary, his office declared he’d be attending a “Hamburg Zeigh Haltung rally”, seemingly to 

engage with radical police haters in Germany; C) to a Hamburg-Berlin, Germany Bill DeBlasio 

a.k.a. Warren Wilhelm terroristic bloody massacre on the West Side Highway of New York City 

on Halloween, October 31, 2017; which was precisely 9 months and 11 days post the 

inauguration of President Donald J. Trump, which appears to be a 9/11-type attack on the Trump 

Presidency; and (D) to strong associations that can be drawn between acts of terrorism on 

Americans, including false flag events designed to empower Hamas-aligned organizations in 

America, such as BLM, and the Democrat Party. [RN653][IN624][VK158] [VK158] [UP078] 

 

“BLM – American Hamas” exposes on information and belief, the Obama-Biden 

Administration’s apparent direct involvement in the concocted false Fake Race Hate Crime at 

Harvard, on July 16, 2009, as a private rebranding of the Black Liberation Army (BLA), 

rebirthed as BLM. Which seems perfectly-timed to coincide with the 62nd Birthday of “Assata 

Shakur”, who was already heralded as the “Inspirational Leader” of BLM. Then, four years 

later, on July 13, 2013, the first usage of the hashtag #BLACKLIVESMATTER struck a chord in 

many American urban areas seemingly inciting violence, as planned. According to Joel Gilbert, 

filmmaker and author of the “Trayvon Hoax”, the Obama-Biden Administration and then-DOJ 

Attorney General Eric Holder were involved in the manufacture of false testimony against 

George Zimmerman, which had the unfortunate effect of adding fuel to the fire. 

  

Other grave concerns are the depth of  infiltration of the radical Weather Underground 

group and its use of the BLACK LIVES MATTER enterprise and emblem BLACK LIVES 

MATTER, the New York City signage on Fifth Avenue to divide America on racial lines.  

 

Further, upon information and belief, a miscarriage of justice coming from at least 70 

Soros-funded District Attorneys and prosecutors in America, which has caused an excruciating 

amount of suffering to victims of crime. These DA’s follow the failed example of former San 

Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin, who is closely connected to the Weather 

Underground. These D.A.’s often flash “the race card” and release far too many genuine 

criminals under the “ZERO BAIL” plan that Boudin first put into effect, which has left us with a 

dangerous justice system. When reviewing the constitutionality of any ZERO BAIL program, it’s 

critically important to decipher how Chesa’s own life from infancy, was largely shaped by the 

failed Brinks Truck Felony Bank Robbery and Felony Murder in Nyack, N.Y., October 20, 1981, 

for which his Weathermen birth-mother and father, Cathy Boudin and David Gilbert, both served 

lengthy prison terms and upon which, Chesa Boudin, at 14 months-old, was taken in by the two 

principal co-founders of the Weather Underground, his adoptive parents Bill Ayers and 

Bernadine Dohrn.  

 

Thus, the “ZERO BAIL” plan, which was spearheaded in San Francisco by then-D.A. 

Chesa Boudin and thrust upon America, began with a man whose four radical Weathermen 
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parents likely trained him to be a “bomb-throwing terrorist” from birth. So, what may have 

started with the Weather Underground planting bombs using gunpowder may now have morphed 

into each of these radical D.A.’s following in his footsteps, issuing the equivalent of “letter 

bombs” daily, boom after boom, as each innocent victim is injured again when their 

perpetrator(s) are set free by the “ZERO BAIL” policy where D.A.’s drop all charges in the 

name of “equity”. [AU333] [EQ766] [TB794] [VN317] [HK334] [GM342] [EA217] 

 

The Weathermen’s “Open Declaration of War” on the United States must be brought to 

an end. It is a matter of public record that on May 21, 1970, Chesa Boudin’s adoptive mother, 

Bernardine Dohrn publicly declared, on behalf of “the Weathermen Underground” that a “state 

of war” exists with the United States. The Weather Underground’s more recent activities and 

successes, prove their organization still exists and that its war declaration still stands. 

 

These self-proclaimed Marxists (See Prairie Fire: The Politics of Revolutionary Anti-

imperialism, adoringly modeled after Mao Zedong’s 1930 book, A single spark can start a 

prairie fire) also stand with Hamas. To illustrate this proposition, in 2010 Ayers and Dohrn, 

organized the “Free Gaza Movement”, a six-ship naval flotilla that went directly at the Israeli 

Defense Forces (I.D.F.), which reportedly redirected the ships. Therefore, “BLM – American 

Hamas” underscores the Weather Underground and their networks are as arguably dangerous 

today, as when the earlier bombings of the Weather Underground first hit the news.  

 

Therefore, on behalf of the public interest, I implore your offices not only to remove the 

inciteful BLM message, but to track down, arrest and detain members of the Weather 

Underground Organization and to do so, with the safety and security of New Yorkers, Americans 

and the international community in mind. [YQ204] [GD104] [SG079] [TP166] [RL322] 

 

Given the foregoing and most recent dire world events, an urgency exists stemming in 

part from BLM’s open rallying for support of the recent brutal actions of Hamas, in cities, towns 

and universities throughout America. As such, decisive action needs to be taken and I implore 

you both, and formally request this redress as it is a matter of deep public concern. Should your 

offices decide no action to be taken within thirty (30) days, or if the individuals to which this is 

directed do not take remedial measures, as our law provides that a Private Attorney General  may 

seek court intervention. Such intervention may be sought through the Second Circuit Court of 

Appeals to seek redress through Mandamus of the above-cited violations and to preserve Our 

nation, under God with Liberty and Justice for all.  

 

Respectfully, 

 

/“s”/David A. Bellon, Esq. 

David A. Bellon, Esq. 

DB 1970 

 

Cc. 

Rev. Al Sharpton 

N.Y. Mayor Eric Adams 

Bill DeBlasio 
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BLM – American Hamas 

 

By Robert J. Antonellis 

 

(Video References and People Under Investigation – Bottom of this doc.) 

 

Part 1: The Manufacture of BLM 

 

This marker [XY123] is paragraph in the larger DeBlasio article, covering the topic in more depth. 

 

BLM #1 – The “BIRTH” of the Weather Underground 

BLM #2 – The ABOVE GROUND phase of the Weather Underground 

BLM #3 – The UNDERGROUND phase of the Weather Underground 

BLM #4 – The REBIRTH of the Black Liberation Army (BLA) as BLACK LIVES MATTER 

(BLM) 

BLM #5 – The COMMERCIALIZATION Phase of the BLACK LIVES MATTER 

Movement 

 

BLM #1 – The “BIRTH” of the Weather Underground 

[GD104] In 1969, as many as 200 American leftists, calling themselves the “Venceremos 

Brigade”, including the Weather Underground and the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), 

saved the Cuban sugar harvest from the total failures of Fidel Castro’s radicalism and to help 

preserve his Communist Cuban state, the arch enemy of the United States. 

 

[KB289] While in Cuba, Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn were told by North Korea and Cuban 

Communist trainers that you are, “white-skinned privilege”, “white-skinned intellectuals”. They 

were told to “Find people of color, the poor, and Vietnam Vets.” 

 

Upon their return to the U.S., Ayers and Dohrn took particular interest in the formation of the 

Black Liberation Army, the Black Panther Party and other groups focused on racial division. Ayers 

also recruited Larry Grathwohl, Vietnam Vet, who became the only FBI agent to ever infiltrate the 

Weather Underground. In 1969 he infiltrated the Weather Underground and witnessed bomb 

making for the Weathermen, documented criminality against the country, and even went to jail for 

a short while, and even went to jail. In order to maintain his cover with the Weathermen. , until 

the requests for help waned in 1971. On October 3, 1972, Grathwohl visited San Francisco for 

a  Federal Grand Jury where he said, “My part was to testify that there was a Weathermen 

conspiracy in the country.” In 1976, Larry Grathwohl published, “Bringing Down America: An 

FBI Informer with the Weathermen”, which became a critical source of first-hand evidence of this 

extremely secretive and dangerous organization. 

 

[TP166] Jane Fonda’s first husband was not Ted Turner, it was Tom Hayden, the founder of SDS. 

Fonda, a radical that perfectly fit the Weather Underground model, was active in the Black 

Panthers and famously traveled to North Vietnam to earn the moniker, “Hanoi Jane”. 

 

BLM #2 – The VISIBLE phase of the Weather Underground 
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[FI095] – On 3/6/1970, a very public Greenwich Village NY explosion of a key Weather 

Underground bomb making facility ended the lives of three Students for a Democratic 

Society,  brought immense publicity to the danger the Weathermen posed, and served as a 

consolidation of the Weather Underground faction, without causing any new investigation to 

begin. It seemed to be training for a “Villain as the Victim” model, followed by Harvard Professor 

Henry Louis Gates, Jr. in Cambridge, MA and later, Jussie Smollett, in Chicago, IL. 

 

[SG079] [YQ204]  – On May 24, 1970, Bernardine Dohrn, speaking for all Weathermen, declared 

an Open Declaration of War on America, which still stands to this day. 

 

[SQ057] – Dohrn declared, “Within the next 14-days, we will attack a symbol or institution of 

American INjustice.” 17-days later they bombed the NYC Police HQ, at the time called, “New 

York’s Scotland Yard”. Calling the Police “Pigs” is a Weather Underground signature which 

became very popular during that period.  

 

[IX007] Assata Shakur charged with the murder of NJ State Trooper Werner Foerster, which began 

her life on the run, while being honored by the Weathermen. The three sons of Bill Ayers and 

Bernadine Dohrn named in the memory of this shooting, Sayeed, Malik and Chesa (adopted, but 

named by other Weathermen, Kathie Boudin and David Gilbert). This honoring of that murder 

proves the white WUO still relished killing police but found a way to use black people to obscure 

their own involvement. Their fear of being tagged with a crime with no statute of limitations, 

murder, was part of the inspiration of getting black people to commit those kinds of crime, so black 

people could do the time. 

 

[SG079] – Weathermen planted bombs in over 2,000 government buildings, forcing police stations 

in America to install bullet-proof glass and greatly limit access to their local Police Chief. 

 

[GZ681][RT746][KL751][KQ986][KK524][AD204] – Weather Underground caught using three 

Shakurs as “Cannon Fodder” in the Revolution concocted by rich white men (and women). Sayeed 

Malik Shakur and Tupac Shakur paid with their lives, and Assata Shakur spent over 40-years 

hiding from justice, with a $1 MILLION Bounty on her head by the FBI and another $1 MILLION 

Bounty by the State of New Jersey. Black people, by the millions, continue to be sacrificed so that 

White Weathermen, including Ayers and Dohrn, could live the high life in America, protected by 

the Deep State Connections (CIA?), including large governmental agencies. 

 

BLM #3 - The UNDERGROUND phase of the Weather Underground 

[VN317] Chesa Boudin, San Francisco District Attorney who pioneered the “ZERO CASH BAIL” 

crime against the people of San Francisco, was born as the “WeatherBaby Boy” to two violent 

Weathermen and 14-months later, was adopted by two other violent Weathermen. His name, 

“Chesa”, seems like a hat tip to convicted felon Joanne Chesimard (a.k.a. Assata Shakur), whose 

lengthy list of aliases, on her FBI MOST WANTED poster, included “Ches”. 

 

[IX007] 11/2/1979 Assata Shakur jailbroke by WU and BLA - Three members of the BLA (Black 

Liberation Army) broke fellow member Shakur, out of Clinton Correctional Facility for Women 

in Union Township, NJ (Now called, “Edna Mahan Correctional Facility for Women”). 
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[PV852] In a clear attempt to stay off the radar, the Weather Underground was caught using the 

Black Liberation Army (BLA) to perform its criminal acts, a scheme to ensure all new 

investigations would be searching for black people, not the White Weathermen. For example, the 

Nyack NY Felony Bank Robbery and Felony Murder, only 25-miles from the DA’s office 

currently occupied by Alvin Bragg. Bragg seems to use his office, as an insider, to further the 

Marxist Revolution, inspired partly by the Weather Underground, with its mission to impoverish 

black neighborhoods, but to do it under the cover of “fighting racism”.  

 

[DX412] But, the Weathermen were caught red handed in the act of black usury, showing their 

skills at Performance Art, and how much these Masters of Disguise truly hate America, black 

people, and the Police. 

 

[AD204] “The Three Shakur’s”, including Tupac Shakur, got the bottom of the barrel, losing their 

lives for the Revolution, a war started by “white-skinned intellectuals,” as described by North 

Korean communist trainers in Havana Cuba. Meanwhile, all Weathermen (all white) fared much 

better, living the American Dream, with not one serving a single day in jail for having planted over 

2,000 bombs on government property, the property of the people. 

 

BLM #4 – The REBIRTH of the Black Liberation Army (BLA) as BLACK LIVES MATTER 

(BLM) 

[KK524][AU333] The Nyack NY WUO/BLA combined operation proved the Weathermen were 

already in hiding, at that time, while the BLA was not yet in hiding. The BLA went underground 

after many BLA members were sent to jail as a result of their carefully constructed plan to rob the 

Brinks Truck collapsed into bloodshed. The BLA would later be reborn as the BLM, right under 

our noses, starting in the first July of the Obama-Biden Administration. The rebirth proves that the 

BLA learned from the group from which they were spawned, the White Weather Underground.  

 

[EQ766] A Fake Arrest at Harvard began an 8-year decline of race relations in America, at 

Obama’s Alma Mater, Harvard. It appears the “Healer in Chief”, Obama, had plans that did not 

include healing. This decline continues to this day and will continue creating more victims until 

that painful thorn is removed from America’s side, through conversation, revelations, education, 

lawsuits and convictions. 

 

[TC123] Assata Shakur was made the official “inspirational leader” of the BLACK LIVES 

MATTER Movement from its actual inception on the Harvard Campus on 7/16/2009, under the 

guise of a Fake Race Hate Crime and the arrest of Harvard Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr. for 

the supposed, “crime of being black.” 

 

[AU333][AG628][CL986] This arrest enabled a rollout, which included President Obama 

declaring, “The Cambridge Police acted stupidly” and “It just proves that America is still a racist 

nation.” This kind of hate and race bating from the most powerful man on earth came as a shock 

to most Americans. This scripted attack on America, engineered to manufacture sympathy for the 

black Harvard Professor Gates, was yet another example of a tried-and-true Weathermen “Villain 

as the Victim” attack. It was so successful, under Obama, it was tried years later, in Chicago, under 

Trump, by Jussie Smollett. So, the time has finally come to identify the Chicago origins of the 
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BLM brand of racial hatred as primarily the Chicago based Weather Underground, underground 

for a very long time. 

  

[AU333] Gates had returned from Logan Airport that day on his return from China, where he 

seemed to have been sent to give the CCP, or even China Intelligence, a Dress Rehearsal for the 

events of 7/16/2009, in the Harvard owned property where he lived at that time, 17 Ware Street, 

Cambridge, MA. 

 

[SG079] Joel Gilbert, author of the Trayvon Hoax book and movie, discovered that Obama was 

once a member of the May 19th Communist Organization (M19CO), a remake of the Black Panther 

Party, and the very same multi-racial organization which spearheaded the Nyack, NY Felony Bank 

Robbery and Felony Murder, and which was a support group of the all-white Weather 

Underground Organization (WUO). According to Larry Grathwohl, the “whites only” rule of the 

Weather Underground would mean that even Barak Hussein Obama was not allowed to call 

himself “Weatherman”. But Jane Fonda could have, and still may secretly say she’s a Weatherman, 

to a private audience. 

 

[IX007] – Shakur is hiding from American justice in Communist Cuba, thanks to the efforts of the 

BLA and the WUO, where she has become the queen of the BLM movement, also thanks to the 

efforts of the WUO. 

 

[OT201][NN136][XP786][EA217] The alleged founders of BLM, Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, 

and Opal Tometi, have each declared, proudly, “We’re trained Marxists!” The time has come for 

them to name those who did the training. We should ask them under oath. 

 

[JU539] The time has also come for Harvard to be revealed as Fortress Harvard, a ThinkTank for 

Royal Revenge. Its $60+ Billion in assets can finally be used as reparations for the harm its covert 

operations have brought upon innocent Americans, many of whose neighborhoods were burned to 

the ground, their lives in ruin. 

 

I have been saying, “You cannot ‘Drain the Swamp’, so long as the Harvard Crimson Tide is still 

rising.” So much death and destruction caused by an active “Race War” can be traced through the 

White Weather Underground and the tallest “Ivory Tower” in America, Harvard, all Americans 

can unite around the most basic of building blocks of the America way of life, that America truly 

is a melting pot, and that America is, in fact, the least racist nation on earth. 

 

BLM #5 – The COMMERCIALIZATION Phase of the BLACK LIVES MATTER 

Movement 

[KE371] One of the more visible uses of the BLM brand was when “Bill De Blasio” (born as 

Warren Wilhelm), his wife, Chirlane McCray, and the Reverend Al Sharpton, and many others, 

whose names are not known, personally painted “BLACK LIVES MATTER”, onto 5 th Avenue, 

New York City, directly in front of Trump Tower.  

 

[ZI255] [FN758] Their hatred and Bowser’s hatred towards President Donald J. Trump was done 

specifically to stir up the voting base, and was perfectly timed, in both cases, to interfere with the 

2020 Election. Doesn’t this mean it was a Hate Crime AND Election Interference? 
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[UP078] Every New Yorker has known for years that “DeBlasio” hated Donald Trump. That’s 

very well documented. Also, “DeBlasio’s” use of the Mayor’s Office of New York City seemed 

to literally terrorize the Trump Enterprises, a business once loved by Democrats, one and all. So, 

once you have viewed the reference materials, and particularly our video, 

“Who_is_Warren_Wilhelm-Did_de-Blasio_Attack_NYC_and_DT.mp4”,  you will surely come to 

see that terrorism is right up Warren Wilhelm’s alley (a.k.a. Bill DeBlasio’s). You should ask how 

far “DeBlasio” would go in revealing his hated towards Trump? And you’ll see that Trump’s quote 

is correct, that “it’s you they want, not me. I’m just in the way.” 

 

[VK158] “DeBlasio’s” hidden German heritage, coupled with what appears to have been a secret 

trip to Hamburg, Germany, started the day after the execution of NYPD Officer Miosotis Familia. 

“DeBlasio’s” so outraged New Yorkers and the New York Police Department, for his, “I could 

care less attitude,” on the day of his departure, July 7, 2017, The NEW YORK POST cover showed 

his picture and said, “The day after an NYPD cop was executed Mayor de Blasio jets off to 

Germany to rally lefties against the G-20 AND DON’T COME BACK!”   

 

[QI114] Warren Wilhelm, “Bill De Blasio’s” true identity, seems to have been secretly on full 

display as he stalked President Trump to the G-20 meeting for an undoubtedly secret meeting (or 

more) with what’s apparently remaining of Hitler’s Third Reich. He left New York with a mission 

which had nothing to do with serving the people of New York, where he seems to have gotten 

instructions for an attack on Trump, New York City, and America. 

 

[PD892] Warren Wilhelm, apparently was acting as courier for a Berlin based truck attack, which 

involved an Islamist shouting “Allahu Akbar” drove a truck into the Christmas Market in Berlin, 

killing men, women, and children, and maiming scores of others. This was clearly an anti-Christian 

attack, but was it also an anti-Trump attack? It was precisely 33-days until Trump’s Inauguration, 

which would be only a curious possibly Masonic fingerprint, except there were more. It seems 

there was a corollary massacre on a New York City bike path, months after his return to New York 

City. The rage was palpable on his return and over 500 of New York’s finest, the NYPD, turned 

their backs on Wilhelm, in an epic rebuke. Wilhelm seemed unscathed.   

 

[UP078] The corollary terrorist atteck, the other shoe to drop, was the West Side Highway bloody 

truck massacre when a different Islamist shouting the same “Allahu Akbar” plowed a rented 

pickup truck down a crowded bike path along the Hudson River in Manhattan, killing eight people 

and injuring 12. That mass murder took place on Halloween, 2017. October 31, 2017. The bloody 

fingerprint of Warren Wilhelm was that this day, 10/31/2017, was precisely 9-months and 11-days 

after the start of the Presidential Administration of Donald J. Trump. 

 

[ZN411] Did Wilhelm get advice on what’s called “Target Acquisition” while speaking with 

practicing NAZI’s in Germany? Or was it Wilhelm, himself, who was summoned to the belly of 

the beast to guide them to the selection of that target, in particular? Clearly, those NAZI’s in 

Germany were already on a seek and destroy mission with the Trump Administration, with the 33-

day Masonic lead time for the Berlin attack, and a plan to hit America, mostly white New Yorkers, 

but to do it in a way no one, including Wilhelm would get caught in the act.  
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Well, whoever acquired the target knew Trump and Trump Enterprises very well. Donald Trump’s 

largest footprint on the skyline of New York City is not Trump Tower, it is Trump Place, on the 

West Side Highway. 50+ acres of old abandoned railroad tracks which Trump transformed into a 

handful of gorgeous luxury high-rises, each bearing the name, “TRUMP”, and very visible from 

the West Side Highway. Driving south in 2018, I saw that Trump had a greeting for visitors. It 

went like this, TRUMP - TRUMP - TRUMP - TRUMP – TRUMP. When he built it, surely, the 

Democrats loved it. He was a big donor at that time. 

 

[PD892] So, it’s easy to see why President Trump felt the truck attack was too close for comfort. 

It took place almost in his own back yard. But the name TRUMP is no longer on any of the towers 

he built in Trump Place. 

 

[RN653][IN624] Now that you have a taste of what appears very much like a NAZI connection 

between the “Bürgermeister Warren Wilhelm” and what some have called, “The Fourth Reich” 

(clearly Berlin based), it becomes easy to understand why Wilhelm specifically targeted people of 

Hebrew faith or heritage with his public harassments and deadly Covid policies. Once again, for 

many more details of how “de  Blasio”, New York Governor Cuomo and New Jersey Governor 

Phil Murphy acted throughout the lockdown in ways which would have clearly made Adolph 

Hitler proud, check out the Covid Holocaust on our video: 

 

“Who_is_Warren_Wilhelm-Did_de-Blasio_Attack_NYC_and_DT.mp4”,   

 

[ZI255] Where does Mayor Bowser fit into this sly usage of the imposed suffering of black 

Americans for her own political gain? [GO963] And did she know that she declared “Black Lives 

Matter Plaza,” and painted “BLACK LIVES MATTER”, all on the 52nd anniversary of the murder 

of Robert F. Kennedy Sr.? To those who know, this date, 6/5/2020, seems to have been chosen for 

a reason. [TN748] Especially with that avenue aiming directly at the Oval Office, from the North, 

with Biden displaying in that very Oval Office what appears to be the severed head of Robert F. 

Kennedy Sr. So, it seems fair to ask if the Biden Campaign was involved in choosing that date, 

6/5/2020, to disgrace America?   

 

Bobbie Kennedy was shot dead on 6/5/1968, the day after winning the Democrat Primary for 

California. So if Bobbie Kennedy had not been shot, there would have surely been peace at the 

Chicago Democratic Convention, for the election of 1968. Nixon would have likely lost to 

Kennedy, due to the Kennedy brand, and how well Robert Kennedy connected to the people.  And 

Jane Fonda’s first husband, Tom Hayden, would never have been arrested as part of the Chicago 

Seven, which only happened as a result of the violence at the Chicago Democratic Convention. 

Therefore, one key mission of the Weather Underground, to “BRING THE WAR HOME”, would 

have been averted. 

 

[BO052] When it comes to how Leftists claw for power and influence, racists of all stripes have 

found the BLACK LIVES MATTER brand to be the gift that keeps on giving. But the time has 

come to expose, “White Supremacy”, as a term they throw around like rice at a wedding, even 

though BLM originated mainly from the White Weathermen and is used daily by the likes of the 

White “Bill De Blasio” (born as Warren Wilhelm) and the White Democrat Party, including Steny 
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Hoyer, Nancy Pelosi, Joe Biden, Bill Clinton, and so many others. Even Democrat Robert Byrd 

would have “played the BLM card”, had he lived long enough.  

 

Every one of them, and possibly every single Democrat, has used racism claims against the GOP, 

the party of the Emancipation Proclamation, specifically to confuse people into voting for the 

Democrat Party, the party which literally created the Ku Klux Klan and re-segregated the U.S. 

Military and the U.S. Government. So, the BLACK LIVES MATTER brand is the productized 

version, which attracts voters to the Democrats while manufacturing ghettos, partly because mass 

poverty creates the need for massive government spending solutions (that never work).  

 

[HK334] [GM342] Today, the BLM brand is pushed, systematically, almost robotically, by 70+ 

Districts Attorneys to cut Police Departments to zero and to let hardened criminal out of jail, which 

will only further terrorize the people. These rogue DA’s seem to have been funded by George 

Soros and hand selected based on their genuine hatred of America’s judicial system. Each was, 

and is, a perfect match for the ideology of Chesa Boudin, a dangerous and highly trained terrorist, 

the “WeatherBaby Boy”, who came to power as District Attorney in San Francisco. That once 

beautiful city on the Pacific Ocean had already been taken hostage by the likes of the Burton 

Brothers, their protégé Nancy Pelosi, Kamala Harris, Jim Jones, Willie Brown, Adam Schiff, and 

so many more. So, Chesa Boudin’s ascension to the throne as District Attorney placed the crown 

on a criminal conspiracy that spans back in San Francisco’s history, deep into the 20th Century. 

 

It seems that America’s enemies abroad, including China, Cuba, Russia, Iran and North Korea, 

have worked for over a half-century, with a host of domestic operators, to meticulously craft and 

launch a commercial product, “BLACK LIVES MATTER”, to provide a way for Left leaning 

Corporations and Americans to aid and abet global terrorism, even though the end goal was, and 

is, the total destruction of the United States of America. And only part of the deception was that 

they utilized commercial free-market methods, life focus group research, Social-Media, Social-

Media Marketing, and accepting payment with credit cards and PayPal for personal donations, or 

in getting multi-million dollar “donations” approved by their Corporate Boards of Directors. But 

aren’t they all just considering themselves angels, while merely aiding and abetting terrorism, like 

the Devil would do? And isn’t any financing of terrorism, ever, also considered an act of 

terrorism?  

 

Where’s the Patriot Act when you need it?! 

 

[GO963] The time has come for America to take down the BLACK LIVES MATTER “graffiti” 

from New York City and our nation’s Capital, Washington D.C., and to finally liberate those who 

suffer, personally, every time they walk over those giant yellow letters of hate. And, according to 

the Supreme Court of the United States, in its 9-to-0 ruling in favor of my friend Hal Shurtleff, in 

SHURTLEFF V. THE CITY OF BOSTON, this BLM removal will honor the First Amendment 

rights of everyone living and working in NYC, New York State, and all of America. 

 

[MC651] Mark Rudd, former Weatherman, and teacher, once said on video, “I tell my students I 

helped found an organization whose goal was the violent overthrow of the United States.”  
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Born in Cincinnati on Oct. 13, 1947, Larry David Grathwohl was a highly decorated Vietnam War 

veteran. Larry passed away, an American hero, on July 18th, 2013, during the first July of Obama’s 

Second Term in office. From page 197 of his book, Larry warned us, “To give up on the 

Weathermen would be a mistake. They are more dangerous now than when I met them.” 

Today, the organizations founded by the Weather Underground, including Black Lives Matter, 

seem to be fulfilling the plan of a violent overthrow of the United States of America.  

 

Are we going to let them? 

 

BLM – American Hamas 

 

By Robert J. Antonellis 

 

(Video References - Bottom of this doc.) 

 

Part 2: The Democrats, BLM, and the NAZI’s 

 

[PR224] The time has come for New York City and America to start getting back to normal. The 

calamity caused by the Covid pandemic (a.k.a. the “Covid Plandemic”) was made measurably 

worse when our leaders were insulting each other daily, and waging outright lethal war, treating 

the citizenry like they were dangerous prisoners of war. None was perhaps more repulsive than the 

way Gov. Phil Murphy, Gov. Cuomo and Mayor Bill DeBlasio slapped the hand of fellow New 

Yorker, President Trump, who had gone to great lengths to turn the Mercy Ship and the Javits 

Center into sanctuaries for protection of the elderly. The three instead distributed the infected to 

otherwise covid-free nursing and elderly homes.  

 

[JR453] Elderly Covid positive patients, the most at risk of death, were NOT sent to either of the 

two “safe spaces” Trump had created for them, but instead were sent to the places every sane 

person would have vetoed, the elderly homes. Was maximizing the rate of further infection the 

goal? Is that possible? This wrong-headed action caused the most vulnerable to perish, and quickly, 

which had the effect of getting the Covid death count as high as possible, “justifying” draconian 

lockdowns, the shuttering of schools, and mask mandates on children who were at virtually zero 

risk to Covid-19. 

 

[QY814] “They may infect grandma and grandpa,” was the lie that Cuomo, Murphy and DeBlasio 

and the entire Left kept pushing. So, they needed plenty of elderly dead as their “factual evidence”. 

Were Cuomo, Murphy and DeBlasio tasked to create those dead corpses? If so, would you agree 

that they outperformed and over-delivered? 

 

[LS054] Given that Cuomo, Murphy and DeBlasio resoundingly ignored BOTH of Trump’s Safe 

Spaces, almost glibly, could they even ever claim is was an “oversight”? Why did they endanger 

these most innocent of victims, the frail, the sick, the elderly? To make matters worse, DeBlasio 
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publicly and loudly placed the blame for the Covid infection rate surge on the Orthodox Jewish 

Community, which reminded Jewish residents of a term not heard since the days of Adolph Hitler. 

That term brought back to life by DeBlasio’s own words and actions? “The Jewish problem”. Was 

he a “wolf in sheep’s clothing”, masquerading around with his Italian sounding name? And always 

talking about “Diversity”, while being married, somehow, to NAZI ideology? 

 

[RN653] Perhaps it was no coincidence that Jewish people fared much worse under Cuomo, 

Murphy and DeBlasio. There were forced vaccinations, forced school closures, violations of their 

religious liberties, zipcode based lockdowns in neighborhoods steeped in history and which many 

people of the Jewish faith called Home. To them, it brought back scary memories of concentration 

camps and the ghetto’s which Hitler used to trap his political enemies, brought back to terrify 

them, in the supposed Land of the Free, Home of the Brave. And the data proves those sky-high 

deaths in the nursing homes disproportionally hurt the Jewish Community. Many had a disgraceful 

embalming devoid of loved ones, last rights and funerals, their lifeless bodies thrown into a freezer 

truck, alone and forgotten in a parking lot, in places like the South Brooklyn Marine Terminal. So, 

I am asking you. Is it possible a “Covid Holocaust” took place right under our noses? And was 

authorized by the Democrat Party? 

 

[GC399] Janice Dean, who became very well loved for her devoted and cheerful delivery of the 

weather on Fox News, for decades, was struck in the heart by the tragic loss of her elderly mother-

in-law and her elderly father-in-law, to covid, during the Covid Pandemic (which many call the 

“Covid PLANdemic”). Dean blames the failed policies of the Democrats and their universal 

rejection of Trump’s policies for the tri-state area, which provided facilities for the proper isolation 

of infected seniors, which were resoundingly ignored by Democrats.  

 

[OV340] Sean Hannity, also on Fox News, said, “Joe Biden did a ‘hell of job’” (sarcastically), 

which caused, “tens of thousands of deaths in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Michigan” that followed 

the lead established in the Democrats in tri-state area, meaning the Covid Holocaust established 

by “DeBlasio”, Cuomo and Murphy. That attack on humanity by Democrats, acting like good 

Brown Shirts, spreading their hatred throughout much of America. 

 

[UP950] To see how specifically Covid deaths were “needed”, in order to “justify” masking babies 

and smothering America’s youth with masks, watch our video below to see that the only group 

which could have provided a high body count, the elderly, was targeted for destruction, as part of 

the larger plan to “dumb down” the children. So, as tempting as it is to say, “it’s only because 

Trump sent the Mercy Ship and refitted the Jacob Javits center”, as the sole reason they were 

ignored by Democrats, misses the larger plot to target New York’s Jewish community and the 

children of America. It’s most interesting to see which politicians enforced this destructive plot, 

then, and “coincidentally” also stand with Hamas, today, in its plan to destroy the State of Israel. 

You will come to learn in this document that the long-time plan was for Black Lives Matter to 

become the “Hamas of America.” In the reference materials, watch our video, 

“Who_is_Warren_Wilhelm-Did_de-Blasio_Attack_NYC_and_DT.mp4” to understand that the 

strategy of Bill Ayers is coming to life, in spades, in today’s Democrat Party, when he said, back 

in 1969, “We’re against everything good and decent.” 
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[RL322] The Weathermen do seem to be against “everything good and decent,” including the state 

of Israel, the last bastion of Western Civilization in the Middle East, the very civilization which 

originated in that same Middle East. So, we should ask, is the entire Western Civilization in the 

crosshairs of the larger Marxists-Communist agenda? The Weather Underground? Black Lives 

Matter? To illustrate how deep the hatred of Israel permeated into the Weathermen, fast forward 

to 2010, when Ayers and Dohrn could no longer claim to be Weathermen, lest they break the cover 

of others who may still busy underground. But in the second year of the Obama-Biden 

Administration, Ayers and Dohrn had the cover from the Oval Office, and were acting like 

Weathermen by another name. In 2010, they both organized the “Free Gaza Movement”, a six-

ship naval flotilla that went directly at the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), which reportedly 

redirected the ships. How do Ayers and Dohrn feel about the atrocities of the bloody massacre of 

Israeli’s on a Jewish holiday?  

 

[KE371] While the Covid Lockdown hysteria was at its peak, another symbol of hatred that was 

dressed up as compassion was painted onto 5th Avenue, right in front of Trump Tower, and painted 

by same ringleader, Mayor “Bill DeBlasio”. He was joined that day by his wife DeBlasio’s wife, 

Chirlane McCray, and the Reverend Al Sharpton, posing as each paints a new bright yellow, 

BLACK LIVES MATTER mural outside of Trump Tower on Fifth Avenue on July 9, 2020 in 

New York City 

 

And only 117-days until the 2020 Presidential election. 

 

But who exactly is Bill DeBlasio?! 

 

[TU261] DeBlasio has been hiding his real name forever, and was born, “Warren Wilhelm”, which 

is a solid German name, where you pronounce the “W” like a “V”, for both his first and last name. 

“Varren Vilhelm”. But rather than letting people ask is he was to Kaiser Wilhelm, who abdicated 

the throne on November the 9th, 1918 (9/11/1918), Wilhelm instead chose the Italian sounding 

name of DeBlasio, because so many New Yorkers love Italians. So, what else has the 

Bürgermeister been hiding? 

 

[IN624] For years, “Bürgermeister Warren Wilhelm”  famously and illegally? targeted the highly 

respected Businessman, Donald J. Trump, by mercilessly mis-using the powers available to him 

as the Mayor of New York City to target Trump and Trump Enterprises. Then, when the object of 

“DeBlasio’s” hatred became the duly elected President of the United States, it seems his alter ego 

identity was triggered to increase the level of the attacks on President Trump, and even include 

America as his target, stalking Trump to the G-20 meeting, in Hamburg, Germany, in 2017. And 

with his hatred still bubbling over in the months before the 2020 election, “DeBlasio” committed 

a Hate Crime, on July 9th, 2020, by painting BLACK LIVES MATTER graffiti, in giant yellow 

letters, intentionally in front of Trump Tower, as if to trap Trump and his family behind that wall 

of hate. Wasn’t “DeBlasio’s” Hate Crime also a Race Hate Crime? Many black Americans think 

so. 

 

What else do we know about Warren Wilhelm’s public persona, “Bill DeBlasio”?  
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[HV811] Well, we know he’s married to a black woman, Chirlane McCray, although they are now 

separated, possibly since September 2023. And they have a son and a daughter who are, as you’d 

expect, mixed race. So, when seen with his family of four (including him), he surely looks like 

he’s the white guy who crashed the party. And his towering size over his wife makes them appear 

together like an incongruous couple. It just looks so unnatural, almost contrived. It’s like he 

decided decades ago, or someone decided for him, it would help him politically, and enable him 

to take his Warren Wilhelm persona deeper underground, if he could just look like, “a brutha”. It 

was a plan used by Bill Clinton, named the “First Black President”, at least until Obama stepped 

onto the presidential stage as a candidate. 

 

[XN693] Interestingly, Hillary Clinton seemed to be playing with this old script during the 

endorsement fund-raising ceremony (April 2016) where then Mayor Bill DeBlasio endorsed 

Hillary’s candidacy but did so six-months after Hillary seemed to want that endorsement. So they 

made an “off color” joke to explain the long wait. But was it an “off color”? Or just a purely racist 

joke? A window into how the Democrats talk about the black vote. In the end, the headline read, 

“Hillary Clinton comes under fire for role in #ColoredPeopleTime joke”. Other headlines read, 

“Skit for Brains”, because the script was oozing out of the both of them in one despicable 

concoction.  

 

[UD595] Their script called for Warren Wilhelm to say, “I was following ‘CP Time’”, as he 

searched to explain his 6-month delay. Apparently, that was a racist slur which meant “colored 

people time”, and which appears to be part of the lexicon of the Democrats. Speaking for myself, 

I never heard the term, ever, nor would I repeat it if I ever did hear it.  

 

It did provide a window into their broken and racist script writing process. It seems their 

calculations said DeBlasio was the perfect Democrat to drop this race bomb, at this big money 

New York liberal event, because he had the ideal fallback. He could always say, “How can I be a 

racist? My whole family’s black!” This is how he masterfully uses the veil of victimhood, even 

though they were on the attack, which may explain why Hillary needed to fall on her sword, not 

him, for the joke that had cruelty at the center of it.  

 

[TA479] So, as you learn in this document that, in fact, black usury is what’s at the heart of the 

Black Lives Matter Movement, and you should ask if DeBlasio was hooked into this plan BEFORE 

his multi-racial marriage in 1994. And whether his INsincerity was already on full display when 

he chose bis Broadway name, “Bill DeBlasio”, rather than his given name, “Warren Wilhelm”, the 

name which most defines who he is and where he comes from. 

 

[VG815] I only mention this because it so perfectly matches the Revolution of the Black Lives 

Matter Movement. White Weathermen fulfilling their Marxist agenda calling for the total 

destruction of America, using and exploiting race, in order to divide, then conquer, the United 

States of America. 

 

[KN933] There’s a reason why Americans have a visceral reaction to BLM. Anyone who 

celebrates the hatred of America, really does in effect support an armed insurrection against the 

United States. Like when Jane Fonda sat, smiling, in an active Vietnamese anti-aircraft gun, at the 

height of the Vietnam War, a gun used to shoot down American planes. She was known as “Hanoi 



Jane” Fonda and was filmed with Viet Cong soldiers and reporters, singing an anti-war song near 

Hanoi, in July 1972, during the Vietnam War. So, Fonda went into occupied territory during the 

war to “encourage” North Vietnamese soldiers fighting against “American Imperialist air raiders,” 

yet was not arrested when she re-entered the United States. What powerful forces in the U.S. 

Government were secretly cheering her on? The entire Deep State? And did her well-documented 

actions against the interests of the United States end there? 

 

[KN933] People knew the hatred ran deep, which is why the media never cared to highlight that 

her first husband was Tom Hayden, member of “The Chicago Seven,” originally the Chicago 

Eight and also known as the Conspiracy Eight or Conspiracy Seven, were seven defendants—

Rennie Davis, David Dellinger, John Froines, Tom Hayden, Abbie Hoffman, Jerry Rubin, 

and Lee Weiner—charged by the United States federal government with conspiracy, crossing state 

lines with intent to incite a riot, and other charges related to anti-Vietnam War and 1960s 

counterculture protests in Chicago, Illinois, during the 1968 Democratic National Convention. 

The Chicago Eight became the Chicago Seven after the case against co-defendant Bobby 

Seale was declared a mistrial. 

 

[AW880] Notice how significant it was for these conspirators, the whole lot, to have focused on 

the 1968 Democrat Convention in Chicago. But wasn’t that “Election Racketeering”? “Election 

Meddling”? We must ask, “What are your plans for the 2024 Democrat Convention in Chicago?” 

Read on and see why the Chicago based Weather Underground is truly fascinated with “Change”, 

especially when it was fire induced. 

 

[TP166] Jane Fonda’s first husband, Tom Hayden, is considered the founder of the Students for a 

Democratic Society, connected at the hip to the Weather Underground. Likewise, peel back the 

surface of Black Lives Matter and you will find the same Jane Fonda hatred of America, the All-

White Weather Underground, covertly using black people and creating black groups that promote 

racial division and violence, such as the Black Liberation Army and the Black Panther Party, as 

the Weathermen orchestrated cop killings, bombings, and bank robberies, all to prove their loyalty 

to Mao’s Cultural Revolution. The Weather Underground has been fascinated with fire throughout 

and published two version of “Prairie Fire” in the early 1970, as part of their plan to bring 

Chairman Mao Zedong’s Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) to America. 

 

[KA575] Mao had written a book in 1930 with the message that, “A single spark can start a prairie 

fire,” suggesting ideas for how to accelerate the agenda for Communist revolution, which appears 

to have successfully targeted American cities, with BLM and Antifa lighting the matches. Let’s 

see how these scripted, two-bit Revolutionaries are hell bent on adding dominance over America 

to the list of Mao’s accomplishments. People like Jussie Smollett and his teacher, Harvard 

Professor Henry Louis Gates, Jr., both Obama’s, Cathy Boudin, Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn, 

and so many others. 

 

[RC335] For more on the Left’s celebration of fire, check out our PDF in the references section, 

“Greatest SNOWJOB on Earth”. You’ll see that Michelle Obama happened to be on a river boat 

in Paris the very moment the Notre Dame was burning, toasting the fire with champaign and 

wearing a necklace that said, “Burning”. Was that fire yet another anti-Christian operation 

originating from America’s radical left? You’ll see that Jane Fonda, 82 at the time, spearheaded 
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“Four Months of Fire Drill Fridays”, commencing on October 11, 2019, which caused chaos in 

Washington D.C. and was clearly an attempt of a rebirth of the Weather Underground’s Infamous 

Four “Days of Rage” (Chicago, October 8-11,1968). So, “Hanoi Jane’s” hatred of America seems 

to have survived the half-century since she gave a big wet kiss to America’s enemies in Hanoi, 

while Americans were getting killed in Vietnam. 

 

[ID261] For this upcoming Democrat Convention of 2024, are the Weather Underground planning 

to burn Chicago to the ground? We better ask Hanoi Jane…When she wears RED, you better find 

your fire extinguisher! 

 

[BS725] Follow the money from BLM and you find people like Susan Rosenberg, whose 

“WANTED BY THE FBI” notice spelled out, in caps, “RACKETEERING; RACKETEERING 

CONSPIRACY, ARMED BANK ROBBERY”. So, is it any wonder that vast sums of money given 

to BLM get redirected to Thousand Currents and the Tides Foundation, both connected to George 

Soros and Susan Rosenberg? Should the corporations and individuals funding and protecting Black 

Lives Matter be reclassified as terrorist, themselves? Especially with the new evidence presented 

that BLM was the Harvard’s way of rebirthing the Militant and Mao’ist Black Liberation Army? 

 

[BO052] It is no surprise, now that the dust has settled and the flames are out, that a vast majority 

of black New Yorkers testify that BLM IN NO WAY represents them, and that BLM IN NO WAY 

represents black America. So, hasn’t the time come to put this phony brand of Hollywood race 

division behind us? It’s how white race hustlers, like “DeBlasio”, Ed Markey and Justin Trudeau, 

and the whole Democrat Party, wear blackface, to hide their utter disregard for black people. Does 

this mean Ayanna Pressley is a traitor to this country AND a traitor to those she calls, “my people”? 

Ask Black America what they think about how Pressley actively dishonored the memory of Martin 

Luther King Jr. with her fingerprints all over, “‘The Embrace’, the Monumental Disgrace”, and 

helped thrust that piece of porn into the Cradle of Liberty, the Boston Common? 

 

[WO800] And didn’t Bill “DeBlasio” commit a race hate crime by using this concocted veil of 

racial injustice to impose his hatred on Donald Trump and America? You will see. 

 

[VK158] In order to provide more context to the depths of depravity of a man with dual identities, 

BürgermeisterWarren Wilhelm, let’s remind ourselves how he treated the murder of one of New 

York’s Finest (NYPD). “DeBlasio” had total disregard for the execution of NYPD Officer 

Miosotis Familia, shot dead the day before he left for Hamburg, which shocked the city of New 

York. The NEW YORK POST cover, July 7, 2017, which showed his picture and said, “The day 

after an NYPD cop was executed Mayor de Blasio jets off to Germany to rally lefties against the 

G-20 AND DON’T COME BACK!”  The timing of the ambush of Familia will seem curious, even 

suspicious, when you come to see what “DeBlasio” appears to have brought back in his attaché 

case, back from Hamburg’s RAT-House (“Rathouse” is German for “City Hall”). 

 

[UP078] Was “DeBlasio” in Hamburg to act as a courier for a copy-cat terrorist attack that took 

place in Berlin, 33-days BEFORE Trump’s inauguration? That was the Islamist driving a truck 

into the Christmas Market in Berlin, killing adults and children, and maiming scores of people. 

Was there a connection to Trump’s inauguration? Do you think that 33-days is odd given that 

number’s significance to Secret Societies and the Occult? Well, then you will agree the other shoe 
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to drop was the brutal bike path massacre on the West Side Highway, very near Trump Place, with 

the vehicle driven by yet another supposed crazed Islamist while driving in the direction of the 

9/11 Memorial. The date was Halloween, 10/31/2017, which was precisely 9-months and 11-days 

AFTER Trump’s inauguration. So, is this yet another coincidence? Or was the Warren Wilhelm 

identity so overflowing with cold-blooded hatred of the United States and Donald Trump that he’d 

help arrange the preferred location and timing of that attack?  

 

[QI114] Who exactly did he meet with in Hamburg, Germany? And did he bring back any 

document or authentication devices to hand off to those who may have hand delivered it to those 

directly involved with the attack? SAYFULLO HABIBULLAEVIC SAIPOV was arrested in 

connection with his alleged terrorist attack in lower Manhattan on October 31, 2017, which killed 

eight people and injured 12 more. The Indictment charges SAIPOV with eight counts of murder 

in aid of racketeering, 12 counts of attempted murder. So, is this yet another “fingerprint” 

suggesting deep state pre-meditation for the attack? If one more of the wounded had died, the 

casualties for that horrific and unforgettable attack would have been “9-dead and 11-wounded”. 

There’s your 9-11, and Saipov was indeed headed towards the 9-11 Memorial.  

 

[ZN411] Are we being played, and laughed at hysterically, by leftists, like those mentioned in this 

article? You’ll see. Without it never being publicly known that the West Side Highway attack was 

9-months and 11-days AFTER Trump’s inauguration, the Secret Societies that underly the NAZI’s 

and the Communists needed a more obvious 9-11 clue, to attract deeper research. Secret Societies 

keep their own  identities secret, but also manufacture secrets, then use them like “cookies”, to 

entice and reward underlings. Then, as they discover secrets, with guidance, they come to learn 

how dangerous is the organization to which they are connected. And that is when fear in them 

grows, which ensures their silence. It was carefully concocted by Satanists. 

 

[PD892] What might one take-away be from these two attacks, with the first Berlin-based, 

transported from Hamburg to New York City, by a famously outspoken Democrat, Bill DeBlasio? 

And with “Allahu Akbar" being shouted on either end of these cookie-cutter attacks both on 

America and on Christianity? 

 

Try this one on for size… 

 
[MT114] “Radical Islam is fueled in Adolph Hitler’s NAZI Germany, called the “Fourth Reich”, 

and used to secretly spread NAZI domination over free people around the world, through the 

deeply funded efforts of America’s Global enemies and…America’s Democrat Party.”  

 

[TW361] So, with all these new questions about the level of commitment of the Bürgermeister 

Warren Wilhelm to his Fatherland, Deutschland, you should reach out to him at Harvard, where 

he now has the job as a professor. In our other works (some of it available in the Reference 

materials), we prove, “9/11 History goes to Harvard to die”. But it also scripted there, as well. So, 

DeBlasio checked off all the checkboxes with his open secret 9/11 attack against Trump, NYC and 

America. In the reference materials, watch our video “Who_is_Warren_Wilhelm-Did_de-

Blasio_Attack_NYC_and_DT.mp4”, to learn the historical significance of attacks originating in 

Berlin, launched from Hamburg, with New York City always in the crosshairs, since a direct attack 
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on New York City’s Jewish Community was always one of Hitler’s big dreams. Also, listen to our 

audio podcast episode on the topic of Warren Wilhelm at https://psyopwars.buzzsprout.com/. 

 

[VO785] Moving on to “DeBlasio”’s successor, Mayor Eric Adams, you will see, there has been 

no change. No new relief for the Trump Organization, the Trump Family. No relief for the visitors 

to Trump Towers, all of whom must incessantly walk over what the U.S. Supreme Court has 

declared to be graffiti, and a particularly discriminatory and hate filled form of graffiti. Adams has 

been complicit in promoting “DeBlasio”’s Race Hate Crime, in spite of the unanimous 9-to-0 

SCOTUS ruling, SHURTLEFF VS. THE CITY OF BOSTON (Docket 20-1800), which ruled that 

preferential treatment in the choice of the message to be publicly displayed on flagpoles, streets, 

school bulletin boards, etc. violated the Free Speech clause of the First Amendment. So, former 

Police Officer Eric Adams needs to be told that IGNORANCE OF THE LAW is not an alibi he 

should continue using. He must order the BLACK LIVES MATTER graffiti removed from 5th 

Avenue, even if it is in the dark of night. 

 

[UJ845] So, how could it be that so many Americans, of every race, despise the words, “Black 

Lives Matter”? Where did such a divisive movement originate? 

 

[AU333] Harvard University, seat of radical (and royal) white ideology, and the self-declared, 

“Pinnacle of Higher Learning”, was ground zero in the rebirth of the BLA as the BLM. View the 

reference videos and articles for a clear understanding how Harvard Professor Henry Louis Gates, 

Jr. was allegedly, “arrested for the crime of being black”, on July 16th, 2009. The two BLM  videos 

prove Gates was merely perpetrating a fake race hate hoax a decade before Jussie Smollett was 

caught in the same type of act? One could call this a, “villain as the victim”, crime, which seem to 

be engineered to place billions of dollars under their control and to turn already poor 

neighborhoods into wastelands, devoid of retail outlets, pharmacies, convenience stores, and most 

of all, devoid of jobs. (watch video “Rebirthing-BLA-to-BLM.hd.mp4” and “Did-BLM-Donors-

Unwittingly-Fund-American-Destabilization.hd.mp4”) So, why was Actor Smollett outed for 

having concocted a fake race hate crime hoax, when Harvard Professor Gates’ Performance Art 

was never hinted at being a fraud? Obama, in the Oval Office, provided cover from the moment 

Gates was arrested, which happened to be the same the day Gates’ returned from China. Was he 

in China for a dress rehearsal? Was he perfecting his script for the event that, in fact, shaped race 

relations for the rest of the Obama Administration. If you recall, Obama had rushed out and said, 

“The Cambridge Police acted stupidly.”  And that “It proves America is still a racist nation.” These 

are the words of a race baiter and political agitator, with divide and conquer as his evil intent, and 

not the words of a President of the United States. The “Healer in Chief” was given 8-years as 

America’s first black president and he gave America 8-years of declining race relations in 

America, which continues to sink so long as the Hollywood brand, “BLACK LIVES MATTER”, 

is treated as a Preferred Class, a Protected Class, even an Exalted Class. 

 

[EQ766] And what day was that brand launched? On a day that it was most likely to cause a 

maximum amount of death and destruction, the day George Zimmerman was acquitted in the 

murder of Trayvon Martin. Remember? Obama had already fanned the flames by claiming, “If I’d 

had a son, he’d have looked like Trayvon.” So, how else did the Obama-Biden Administration 

ensure a violent introduction to the new brand, “BLACK LIVES MATTER”? 
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[FX452] Speaking of the pivotal case of George Zimmerman and Trayvon Martin… Did you know 

that Author and Filmmaker, Joel Gilbert, did real detective work and revealed that key witness, 

Rachel Jeantel, was, in fact, NOT Trayvon’s girlfriend, as depicted, at the time? Jeantel provided 

the account of the crucial final minutes of Trayvon’s life, from the witness stand. But, Gilbert 

revealed that it was, in fact, Diamond Eugene, Jeantel’s half-sister, who had been involved with 

Trayvon and on the phone with him in the final minutes of his life. 

 
[IO968] In his book and documentary movie, “The Trayvon Hoax”, Gilbert also provides clues 

that this fraudulent witness swap was the apparent work of the District Attorney handling the 

Zimmerman case and of the Obama Justice Department, then headed by Eric Holder.  

 
[XF398] For more information about the possible President Barak Obama and Vice President Joe 

Biden connection to the miscarriage of justice, the “Trayvon Hoax”, read our article, “BLM - A 

WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING?" 

 

[KN626] And never forget, “All the World’s a Stage, including the court rooms.” 

 

[OT201] So, back to the formation of Black Lives Matter and the first use of the hashtag 

#BlackLivesMatter, which marked the Hollywood launch of a new brand. BLM was their long  

planned rebirth, ever since the Black Liberation Army (BLA) went underground and into hiding 

after the failed Brinks Truck Felony Bank Robbery and Felony Murder in Nyack, NY. The alleged 

founders of BLM, Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi, were not privy to the Trayvon 

Hoax, the false testimony, or the inside info about George Zimmerman’s pending acquittal. 

Instead, they each publicly brag, “We’re trained Marxists!”  

 

[NN136] So, is that really something to brag about? Doesn’t it mean that under no duress, Garza, 

Cullors and Tometi utterly renounced the Constitution of the United States and ended any sense 

of allegiance as citizens to America? And, by the way, who did that Marxist training? Were they 

Weathermen? The White Weathermen? 

 

[GD104] Members of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), the Weather Underground, 

and others, visited Communist Cuba at the height of the Vietnam War to help with the Castro’s 

inept harvesting of the sugar cane, to keep hard currency coming into one arch Communist enemy 

of the U.S. As many as 200 American leftists, called the “Venceremos Brigade” were invited to 

help save the sugar cane harvest in 1969, and save Fidel Castro, as well.  

 

[XP786] In addition, according to Larry Grathwohl, the only FBI Agent ever to penetrate the 

Weather Underground, while in Communist Cuba in 1969 and under the watchful eye of America's 

arch enemy, Fidel Castro, the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and the Weather 

Underground received extensive Marxist training from North Korean and Cuban Communist 

Marxist Trainers. And part of that training was a critical review of the prospects of the 

Weathermen, on their trajectory at that time, and it was not good.   
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[MU014] While there, Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn were told by Communist trainers from 

North Korea and Cuba that, “You’re too white, too educated and too rich.” They gave clear 

instructions, which Ayers and Dohrn followed closely, “Find people of color, the poor, and 

Vietnam Vets.”  

 

[OZ389] So, this was the basis under which the Weathermen began to focus on creating race 

division as their Communist sanctioned path to the ultimate destruction of America. But, Bill 

Ayers recruited a Vietnam Vet, Larry Grathwohl, who became the only FBI informant to ever 

penetrate the WUO (Weather Underground Organization). 

 

[KB289] The communist trainers told Ayers and Dohrn their organization, the Weathermen, were 

“too white and too rich.” And their proposed solution for the organization was to bring in people 

of color, the poor, and Vietnam Veterans into their organization and extended organizations. It’s 

for this reason, said Grathwohl, that Bill Ayers brought him into the Weathermen. Also, Grathwohl 

sold Ayers that he’d worked closely with explosives in Vietnam, more than he actual had done. 

 

[EA217] So, the hatred of America on full display by Communist North Korea and Communist 

Cuba lie at the heart of Black Lives Matter and their “Marxist Training”. No wonder that when 

black neighborhoods and black-owned businesses burn, BLM is silent. When large retailers and 

employers flee poor neighborhoods, BLM is silent. And when black-on-black murder skyrockets, 

BLM is quiet. It certainly must feel to the victims like BLM is thrilled with their “success". How 

about Lori Lightfoot? Was she ever seen holding back a grin, a genuine smile, on a Bloody 

Monday? You know, the days where she was pressured into holding a press conference because 

so many black people were murdered and wounded on the prior weekend. Were the death counts 

ever so great that she considered actually fighting crime with time-proven techniques? How about 

STOP-QUESTION-and FRISK? Doesn’t that remove the number of illegal knives and guns on 

the street, every single time it’s tried? Or, does Lori Lightfoot use and abuse black people as much 

as the Chicago based white Weathermen seem to do? 

 

[NQ568] Bill Ayers, a Chicago Native and principal co-founder of the Weather Underground, 

famously said, “Blacks can be used for the revolution. But, they can be sacrificed as part of the 

revolution, as well. Indeed, like the Muslims, they are cannon fodder for the revolution.” - Bill 

Ayers, as quoted by Larry Grathwohl, FBI Undercover Whistleblower and Author (circa late 

1960’s) 

 

[VQ433] Did Lori Lightfoot consider those black deaths that seemed to grow upward every week, 

under her watch, to be merely a stairway to Gun Control, the ultimate goal? Was she cornering the 

citizens into them demanding that the National Guard patrolled the streets? United Nations “Peace 

Keepers”? 

 

“Cannon Fodder” is easily expended when fighting in a larger war on America. Lightfoot, Black 

Lives Matter, the Weather Underground, and other groups, made one of the world greatest cities 

into a national disgrace, and they did so, in part, over the bones and blood of Black Chicago 

citizens.  
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[IX007] Back to Harvard…What got lost in the flurry of news that came from the faked arrest of 

Gates at Harvard was that Assata Shakur (born as Joanne Chesimard) was celebrating her 62nd 

birthday in Communist Cuba, of all places. Chesimard was (and is) a fugitive from American 

justice and was the FBI’S MOST WANTED TERRORIST for Felony Murder of NJ State Trooper 

Werner Foerster, on May 2, 1973. Did the Obama-Biden Administration arrange a birthday present 

for the Weatherman’s favorite fugitive? She has been hiding in Cuba since she was jail broke in 

1979 by the Weather Underground and their support group, the Black Liberation Army (BLA), of 

which Chesimard was a leader. Do you find it frightening that Chesimard was celebrated from the 

White House, and by the Weather Underground, for her murder a State Trooper with his NJ State 

issued revolver, no less? She was so celebrated that Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn (co-founders 

of the Weather Underground) named their two sons, Sayeed and Malik, after Sayeed-Malik 

Shakur, husband of Assata Shakur, who died of his injuries from the New Jersey Turnpike 

shootout. So, the Weathermen seem to still have a world of gratitude to Chesimard for that murder. 

And, curiously, the date of the “Chesimard murder” was exactly one year, to the day, after the 

death of J. Edgard Hoover, which raises other questions of inter-agency rivalries, needing further 

examination.  

 

[TC123] Are you surprised to learn Assata Shakur is the “inspiration leader” of the Black Lives 

Matter Movement? Young America women are taught, today to hate America and the police, so 

much, that they march with signs that say, “ASSATA TAUGHT ME HOW TO FIGHT”. (Take 

no prisoners?) And the Weather Underground seems to have dug its tentacles deeper with their 

love of Assata Shakur by helping to form a group of so called, “Assata’s Daughters”, which is 

recruiting young black and brown girls to teach hatred to the young. 60-support groups and 

counting, under the umbrella of “Assata’s Daughters”. These are girls who are taught how to treat 

cops, Assata Shakur style. “Fry ‘em like bacon.” So, this cancerous hatred is what sickens people 

as they walk across BLACK LIVES MATTER graffiti, all day, every day, while having no right 

to stand up to the murder of police and burning of black neighborhoods, which Black Lives Matter 

supports through their intentional actions and non-apologies. Free people who have no right to 

stand up to an unelected Protected Class, which seems to have only evil intent for all who pass. 

 

 [PV852] This discussion now requires the introduction of a pivotal and extremely violent 

Felony Bank Robbery and Felony Murder in Nyack, New York, in 1981, to shed light on the “two-

tier justice system” which is attacking “everything Trump”, at this very moment. You may know 

of this as the Brinks Truck Armored Car Robbery and Murder. You likely do not yet know, it was 

a combined operation of the Weather Underground (thought to be no longer in existence at that 

time), and the Black Liberation Army, a support-group of the Weather Underground . This robbery 

laid the foundation for today’s BLM and America’s 70+ radical “Soros Funded” DA’s, including 

Alvin Bragg, and this information alone should make the reader ask if Bragg’s operating plan was 

engineered by global terrorists, intent on destroying one of the world’s truly great cities (NYC), 

and America? The Manhattan District Attorney's Office from which Bragg’s spreads his terror on 

New York City happens to lie only 25-miles from the spot where Nyack Sgt. Edward O'Grady and 

Nyack Police Officer Waverly Chipper Brown were shot dead with, in this horrific attack.  

 

[VN317] The White Weathermen (Larry Grathwohl documented their ‘Whites-Only’ stated 

policy) seem to have organized the subordinate group, the Black Liberation Army (BLA), as a 

shield, to hide their involvement, which almost enabled the Weathermen to make their great escape 
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with $1.6 Million in stolen cash while remaining completely below the radar. One of the ring 

leaders, Kathy Boudin, was the mother of former San Francisco DA, Chesa Boudin, who was the 

first to use the words, ‘Zero Cash Bail’, was slated to drive one of two getaway vehicles. White 

Weathermen were the chosen as the drivers, since the police were expected to be on the lookout 

for “armed black men.” Boudin’s day started by dropping Chesa, 14-months old at the time, at the 

baby-sitter, just like any day. Then, she picked up the U-Haul truck, where she would hide as many 

as 6-heavily armed gunmen from the Black Liberation Army, who were to have already shot up 

and robbed the Brinks Truck, scheduled for a pickup from the Nanuet National Bank. The White 

Weathermen’s plan would have worked, until police decided to stop the U-Haul in spite of it being 

driven by a white driver. And that’s when all hell broke loose.  

 

[DX412] The police officers later testified that Boudin, feigning innocence, pleaded with them to 

put down their guns and convinced them to drop their guard; Boudin later said she remained silent, 

and that the officers relaxed spontaneously. After the police lowered their guns, six men armed 

with automatic weapons and wearing body armor burst from the truck and reigned fire onto the 

four police officers.  

 

Masters of Disguise 

[UX588] At the arrest of Kathy Boudin, as Officer Brown lay wounded and unarmed, a BLA 

gunmen walked up to that the black officer, aimed his gun and shot him dead, with multiple shots, 

in true Weatherman fashion. This execution was eight years after Joanne Chesimard (a.k.a. Assata 

Shakur) did the same, with a NJ State issued revolver, and won the highest praises from the 

Weathermen, and most especially from Bill Ayer and Bernardine Dohrn. In fact, after both of 

Chesa’s parents, Kathy Boudin and David Gilbert, went to jail for hard time for their involvement 

with the Brinks Truck Robbery, Ayers and Dohrn took little Chesa in, as if their own, and gave 

him a primal instinct to hate police and incarceration. Jail time and the police had made Chesa into 

an orphan and divided his own family, which surely brought much sadness as he grew older.  

 

[YZ877] Now that you have some understanding of the violence created by the Weather 

Underground and the Black Liberation Army in Nyack, New York, you will see why the 

investigation into this should be re-opened. Once Assata Shakur is returned to the United 

States, it can be learned if she had any involvement in the planning, or, perhaps was even 

part of the robbery, itself. There was this issue of hand-writing sample which Bernardine 

Dohrn was ordered to provide, which could have answered the question about Shakur's 

involvement. But Dohrn was unwilling to provide the sample and spent 6-months in jail as 

a result. There is no statute of limitations on murder, especially the murder of police, so 

this hand-writing slap on the wrist Dohrn got could be addressed upon the return of Shakur 

from Cuba, where she is currently hiding. 

 

[HF502] These are the monsters striving to destroy America, who are loved, loved, loved, by the 

Democrat Party. The fact that Chesa Boudin had four parents, each of whom celebrated murdering 

police, planting bombs, waging war on America, and using black people to accomplish the goals 

of rich white people, he surely qualifies for the name, “Weatherbaby Boy”.  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.3j2qqm3


[KK524] Meanwhile, the blacks involved with the combined operation (WUO/BLA) did badly as 

did their organization, the Black Liberation Army. In fact, so many BLA member went to jail as a 

result of their capture, the BLA was thought to have perished. But, it would be reborn as BLACK 

LIVES MATTER (BLM). 

 

[RG739] So, had the Brinks Truck Felony Bank Robbery and Felony Murder taken place today, 

you should ask, would Alvin Bragg, in the dark of night, release them all on Zero Bail? Would he 

have brought charges against the police and Brinks Truck guards who had shot back at the robbers? 

Is Bragg a straight-A student at the “Weather Underground Institute of Marxist Mind 

Molestation”?  Are all 70+ Soros-DA’s also straight-A students?  

 

[TN317] Let’s take a quick look at who Bragg throws the book at. 1) A Manhattan parking-garage 

worker who wept as he lay handcuffed to his own hospital bed, simply because he dared saving 

his own life by shooting an armed robber. 2) Bodega owner Jose Alba, who feared for his own life, 

and stabbed the man who was attacking him. That’s when Bragg’s White Weatherbaby 

Underground training kicked in, and he charged Alba with murder, sent him to Riker’s Island and 

set a sky-high bail of $500K. 3) And what about Donald J. Trump? Guilty until proven innocent? 

 

[BY018] If Alvin Bragg is guilty as sin by his tight association with the Weatherbaby Boy’s 

treasonous agenda, what does that say about the other 70+ Soros DA’s who ram the no cash bail 

fraud down the throats of the VICTIMS of their crimes? Isn’t it time for them all to be arrested as 

terrorists? Isn’t each a supporting member of the Weather Underground, a cookie cut from the 

Chesa Boudin cookie cutter? Is each just another, “Weatherbaby Boy”, in training? Did each lie 

when swearing to serve “the people”, while already having subjugated himself/herself to the White 

Weathermen? 

 

[HK334] It seems that every single “George Soros backed DA” shares the same passion to fight 

“White Supremacy”, with every ounce of energy in their bodies. That’s a dog-whistle. What about 

“Zero Bail”, “Ending Police Violence”, “Misogyny”. More dog-whistles. These all come as part 

of the package, which ensures each is not very different from the other. And very close to the 

violent ideology of the cookie cutter which created them, Chesa Boudin, who was likely named 

after Chesimard, whose alias was ”Ches”, according to the FBI. So, would each of these DA’s 

release Joanne Chesimard, today, after the cold-blooded murder of  NJ State Trooper Werner 

Foerster, as he lay wounded on the ground, unarmed? Was “Chesa”, a little Chesimard, the role 

model, for each and every Soros-backed District Attorney? 

 

[GM342] All 70+ DA’s are a “chip off the old block”, when it comes to hating America First and 

making like the Russian Bolsheviks, opening up the prison doors, letting hardened criminals have 

their way with an innocent and vulnerable populace. But there are three DA’s who can be help 

serve as examples for their utter disregard for their State Constitutions, the U.S. Constitution and 

most especially, by each turning the victims of crime into the villains, in their districts, the very 

victims our criminal justice system is supposed to protect. They are Manhattan District Attorney’s 

Office Alvin Bragg, Los Angeles County District Attorney George Gascón and Fulton County 

Georgia DA Fani Willis,  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.2u6wntf
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[XT301] We have covered Bragg and his utter abuse of the victims of crime, such as the Manhattan 

parking-garage worker who wept as he lay handcuffed to his own hospital bed and Bodega owner 

Jose Alba, sent to Riker’s Island for protecting himself with a knife. But, never forget how Bragg 

abused, and continues to mistreat, the U.S. Marine, Daniel Penny, 24, who tried to prevent a 

drugged up Jordan Neely from harming numerous subway riders after shouting at them, begging 

for money and threatening them with harm. Neely had badly injured strangers in the past, and the 

thought of Neely harming every person on the subway was just too much for Penny to witness. 

Penny pinned Neely to the floor of the moving subway car with the help of two other passengers 

and subdued him with a choke hold, but Neely, said to be high on drugs at the time, died while in 

the chokehold. This Marine, who was trying to protect his fellow New Yorker, as the Marines had 

taught him to do, now faces up to 15-years in prison protecting those very New Yorkers from the 

violence that Bragg himself had a hand in creating. And all the while, Black Lives Matter fights 

for more cuts in funding for the police, while Mayor Adams watches as the once safe subway, 

deprived of a proper level of subway security, turns into a “ghetto with wheels”. 

 

[ZB822] Another sample DA who perfectly fits the shoes of Chesa Boudin is George Gascón, as 

his once beautiful City of Los Angeles intentionally spirals into mayhem. The plan, like always, 

is to release the most hardened criminals, the ones with a proven record of causing severe harm 

and death. Then, at the same time, blaming the victims of the crime while making light of the loss 

to the families and loved ones as if their lives did not matter one single bit. Gascón even prohibited 

his Deputy DA’s from attending parole hearings on behalf of the victims and their family, 

abandoning victims to face their perpetrator alone. “Victims are the Villain” is the plan, while the 

opposite, “Villain as the Victim”, is a form of  Performance Art to the Radical Left.  

 

[CL986] This genuine perversion of justice was so clearly demonstrated with the following 3-

significant events. First, the Weather Underground’s Greenwich Village “accidental explosion”, 

explained below, where three Weathermen were killed, while other Weathermen (actually, they 

were technically WeatherWomen) fled the scene STARK NAKED. Second, the fake arrest at 

Harvard of a Harvard “Professor” Henry Louis gates, Jr. for the alleged, “crime of being black”. 

And third, the now famous Jussie Smollett who called the police and claims to have had two black 

brothers wearing MAGA hats throw bleach on him, insulted him and even forced him to place a 

noose around his own neck. 

 

[JU539] The time has come for an investigation into that fake arrest at Harvard and all the harm 

which has come to our great country as a result of the rebirth of the BLA as the BLM. Harvard 

University, with its rich and royal purview, never thought it could be “caught in the act”, or that 

its $60 Billion endowment could ever be claimed as reparations for those materially harmed by 

Black Lives Matter. So, they left a multitude of evidence of guilt, hiding in plain sight. 

 

 

 

For example: 

1) Gates was a Harvard Employee at the time. 

2) Gates was living in a Harvard owned home, at the time. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.3whwml4
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3) Gates was returning from a trip to China, where he most certainly was taking part in a “dress 

rehearsal”. (Did Harvard pay for his trip? Or did China pay his way? Let’s find out.) 

4) Gates pretended to push open the front door of his apartment with the help of his driver, which 

proves his driver was in on the scam. We need to know if that driver was a full-time or contract 

employee of Harvard’s? He surely would not have been trusted to partake in this scam, unless 

Gates already knew he could be trusted. 

5) Was the maintenance guy “in the loop”? Did he come to “fix the door”, but found it was not 

broken whatsoever? Did he fabricate evidence to cover for Gates? 

6) Did the Harvard Police do any legitimate follow-up on the incident? 

7) Was Eric Holder involved at all? How about Obama and Biden? 

 

So, when you add up the damage done to American cities, the neighborhoods which still lay in 

ruin, and the lives which were broken by Black Lived Matter, is $60 Billion enough?  

 

What did it cost America for Obama’s Alma Mater to have engaged in a Psyop 

that  institutionalized the collapse of race relations for the subsequent 7-12 years of the Obama-

Biden Administration? 

 

And what other assets did Harvard put at risk with the criminal endeavor which it appears to have 

spearheaded? 

 

[BC452] The Weathermen prove the words, “All the World’s a Stage”, and that they spend a vast 

amount of energy trying to claw control of that stage, as ruthless Marxist killers, intent on bringing 

down the curtain on the freedoms we all hold so dear. So, these DA’s listed are monsters and are 

intent on bringing anarchy and poverty where there once was peace and prosperity. Systemic 

Depravity is the product of their life’s work. Same, it seems, for George Soros. 

 

[GU503] Gascón even encourages the wholesale looting of the Union Pacific Railway’s rail cars, 

encouraged by him permitting it to continue while not following up on hard evidence of these 

crimes. Union Pacific agents have made hundreds of arrests, but less than half are booked and 

some are released in less than 24 hours. Anarchy is not a natural occurrence, which is why is it 

being manufactured by every DA cut from the Chesa Boudin cookie cutter. 

 

[SO400] “He doesn't value our lives”, were the words used by Rachel, to describe George Gascón, 

a Democrat who voted for Gascón. She said this after first being intentionally mowed down with 

her baby by a juvenile in a stolen car, and seeing the 16-year old perp get a slap on the wrist by 

Gascón with only 5-months in juvenile detention. 

 

[ZU718] Is this another Hate Crime? Being outside the law, doesn’t that make the personal? Do 

these DA’s commit personal hate crimes, the whole day through?  

 

[ZH260] Finally, there is DA Fani Willis who is bending over backwards to attack Trump and 

behave well outside the rules governing the DA’s Fulton County, in Georgia. 

 

[CP363] #2000 MULES proves that there was massive voter fraud in Atlanta and in Georgia 

 



[FV570] The days when DA’s get away pushing their pro BLM and pro China agenda, by ignoring 

actual prima facia evidence, will end once these DA’s face the jail time they mostly, if not all, 

deserve.  

 

[AU260] What is the final word on these Soros DA’s, each merely a cookie cutter from Chesa 

Boudin? Do not take them seriously! Their word is meaningless. They are Marxist Terrorists 

operating under the umbrella of the Weather Underground and BLACK LIBERATION ARMY, 

using the veil of government to wage a personal war on America, each having mastered the 

Performance Art and script which enable them masquerade in their districts as lawyers. Each DA 

has expressly lied on his/her oath of office and needs to be added to the FBI’s MOST WANTED 

LIST, along with the killer, Joanne Chesimard, who they each hold in such high regard. 

 

[XA761] Don’t you find it curious how everything fits together, somewhat like a puzzle? As if 

there is some strange master plan afoot? One last fingerprint for you to ponder as the references 

make the case, strongly, that Weather Undergrounders were/are indeed Mao’ist Revolutionaries, 

intent on bringing Mao’s Cultural Revolution, and Mao’s Prairie Fire, to America. 

 

 

• On May 2, 1972, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover died of a heart-attack. (May 1-2 is 

a high occult date) 

• On May 19, 1972, the Weather Underground placed a bomb in the women's 

bathroom in the Air Force wing of the U.S. Pentagon.   

• On May 2, 1973, Joanne Chesimard (a.k.a. Assata Shakur) took part in a murder 

of New Jersey State Trooper Werner Foerster. Was the BLA advised it was a 

great day to celebrate of the death of Hoover?  

• On May 2, 2011, in Abbottabad, Pakistan, Osama Bin Laden was killed. (How 

long prior did the DOD know of Bin Laden’s hideout? Days? Months? Years?) 

• On May 2, 2022, SHURTLEFF VS. THE CITY OF BOSTON (opinion 

published) and later that day, the Dobb’s Decision was Leaked. 

 

[FG500] The Church Commission, in 1975, revealed the CIA had invented and deployed a, “Heart 

Attack Gun”, with Senator Frank Church and Senator John Tower photographed with the CIA’s 

poison dart gun, on September 17, 1975. Was it created for the long-planned attack on the 

Pentagon, as a way for the CIA to neutralize any worry about a cohesive response by the FBI to 

the Weatherman’s bombing of the Pentagon? Were all Weathermen simply agents of the CIA? Is 

this why they got away with planting bombs in over 2,000 government buildings (mostly police 

stations) and never spent a single day in jail for any? What about Jane Fonda, whose first husband, 

Tom Hayden, created the Students for a Democratic Society, predecessor of the Weather 

Underground? These are a few of the questions my research has raised, and require New and True 

investigations, and without delay, including their China connections. Many more examples of the 

America’s Hidden History can be seen in the attached reference materials. 

 

[EZ391] Now that you see how dangerous the Weather Underground was (and still is?), with its 

control over so many dangerous support groups, and with such big and powerful friends, we should 

take a look at one of the most well-known Weather Underground events of the late 60’s to 70’s, a 

period when the Weathermen activities were facing outward. That most newsworthy event was the 



“accidental” bomb explosion in Greenwich Village, New York City. It made them appear to be 

amateurs, and fearsome, at the same time. (“Villain as the Victim”?) 

 

[DC363] The official story was that on March 6, 1970, a massive explosion took place in a 

Greenwich Village, New York City, their townhouse hideout, where the Weather Underground 

was building bombs and had a vast quantity of bomb making materials. The explosion destroyed 

the lower floors of the townhouse, and much of the front facade was blown out. Other buildings 

on the street had windows blown out, including the home of movie star Dustin Hoffman, only three 

years after the release of his hit movie, “The Graduate”. In the days following the explosion, police 

found 57 sticks of dynamite, four completed bombs, detonators, timing devices, and other bomb-

making equipment. There were three Weathermen in the basement at the time of the explosion 

who were reportedly making a bomb at the time and were all killed in the explosion. But that’s 

where the official story falls apart.  

 

[IF573] Kathy Boudin, Chesa’s mother, grew up in Greenwich Village and coincidentally was 

involved the explosion. You heard that right. She lived to tell about it, at least privately, to Chesa, 

her husband David Gilbert, and the other Weathermen who may have been involved in this 

operation, the event which got the Weather Underground and the extent of their bomb-making 

arsenal plastered all over the news. Many people had never heard of the Weather Underground, 

but after this, the fear of another attack racthed up. It’s like they got the fear and fame of a bombing, 

but without the investigations that normally followed any of the bombs they otherwise planted. 

Kathy Boudin escaped any injuries along with fellow Weatherman, Cathy Wilkerson and both 

were aided and quickly removed from the rubble by passersby. But neither of the two escaping 

Weatherman was wearing ANY CLOTHES! They were both unharmed and ran off, STARK-

NAKED, as soon as the heavy bricks were taken off their bodies. But why?! 

  
[UQ862] When you hear about why they were nude, you will consider the possibility that this 

explosion was a very carefully planned Weather Underground hit, and quite possibly a 

communistic purge of the Student for a Democratic Society wing to consolidate the power of 

Weather Underground. One thing is clearly visible, in hindsight, with this explosion, the 

Weathermen went on record with a “Villain as the Victim” style of attack one oneself. There was 

also a very long-term strategy of Bill Ayers, in particular, to go deep underground, and do so by 

not killing people, and “only” damaging property, where investigations would eventually reach 

their statutory limits. And Bill Ayers famously stated and restated, “there is no statute of limitation 

for murder”, which appears to have been code for, “if we really hope to ever go deep underground, 

we can not afford to have a Sherlock Holmes FBI agent on our tail, forever.” The bomb was 

allegedly to be a nail bomb attack target at a non-commissioned officers' dance at Fort Dix, in New 

Jersey, which would have killed and maimed many and meant a lifetime of misery for Ayers and 

Dohrn, who had bigger ambitions for the Underground than hiding underground, until each was 

captured and locked away for the rest of their lives. So, was this Greenwich Village explosion a 

consolidation of power where the surviving Weathermen boosted their brand, changed directions 

of the organization, and got plenty of “earned media” attention with no innocent victims? 

Regardless, in America, a life is a life is a life, and this connection may be considered new evidence 

of a murder investigation, for which, as Ayers reminded us, there is no statute of limitations. 

 



[NY163] So, why would both Kathy Boudin and Cathy Wilkerson both have been nude when 

helped out of the wreckage that day, before they fled? Clearly, they ran because they were nude, 

and to get far away from the crime scene, of which they were a part. But, what about the nudity, 

in the first place? Have you ever heard of anything so bizarre? 

 

[ZV163] It’s been suggested that they took their clothes off to remove any gunpowder residue. 

But, this story falls apart when you presume the explosion was a surprise to all. A surprise 

explosion would have left no time for either to have undressed. But, if the explosion was NOT a 

surprise to the two nude escapees, wouldn’t that suggest murder? Or even prove murder? So, why 

were they naked? 

 

[RX277] The Weathermen were known to have used group sex as part of their team building 

strategies. It was said, “The army that f**ks together, fights together.” But these orgies weren’t 

just to boost morale. They were designed to emphasize collectivism, while deprioritizing 

individual identities. On that particular day, might an orgy have been used as a trap to give Kathy 

Boudin and Cathy Wilkerson crucial seconds to set a bomb and escape? Detonators and time delay 

technology was primitive in 1970. And perhaps the ticker they had chosen was loud, so they may 

have needed to push the button and run. So, how did this bomb blast serve the Weathermen as a 

training tool, going forward?  

 

[AG628] Well, it perfectly fit the model of the “Villain as the Victim” crime, just like Harvard 

“Professor” Henry Louis Gates, Jr., under Obama, 39-years later, and just like Jussie Smollett in 

Chicago, under Trump, 49-years later. Weren’t they all just hiding their hatred, as they wrapped 

themselves up as the victim? And using Performance Art to do it? Were Ayers, Dohrn, Boudin, 

Wilkerson, Gilbert, and other Weathermen, the real villains in this particular incident? 

 

[RT108] Did I mention that the date, March 6, 1970, suggests possible forethought by The Occult? 

Marxists are Occultists, who revere the pattern “666”. 3/6/70 - Three-6’s make 666. 

 

[TB794] Did I also mention that one of the three dead Weathermen, Diana Oughton, was the former 

girlfriend of Bill Ayers. So, was there ever a case in history where the “girlfriend in waiting” killed 

the girlfriend of the man she so wanted for herself? Could Dohrn have been just that girlfriend in 

waiting? Did the Greenwich Village explosion consolidate the relationship between Ayers and 

Dohrn, which served the Weathermen 11-years later, by having a home for Chesa, the 

Weatherbaby Boy, who they eagerly adopted as their own? Had they not, might little Chesa have 

been adopted outside the Weatherman? It was “lucky” for them Chesa was kept “in the family”, 

so he could go on and secretly learn how to destroy the once beautiful city of San Francisco, in 

total fulfillment of the Marxist dogma which overflows from the Weathermen. 
 

[SD169] Kathy Boudin died on May 1, 2022, in New York City at the age of 78. So, only those 

closest to her and close to that particular crime can provide new evidence, which would allow it to 

be investigated as a murder. New evidence should be expected to come from those closest to Kathy 

Boudin, including Chesa Boudin and David Gilbert, her Weatherman husband, and father of 

Chesa. David Gilbert spent all of Chesa’s life doing hard time for the Nyack NY Felony Bank 

Robbery and Felony Murder. But, as we have seen, it helps greatly to have friends of the 

Weathermen hiding in high places. On August 23, 2021, his last day in office, Governor Andrew 
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Cuomo granted David Gilbert clemency in the form of a partial sentence commutation. So, was/is 

Cuomo just a “Trusted friend” of the Weathermen? Or an actual Weatherman? Cuomo certainly 

passes the “Whites-Only!” test of the Weathermen. So what about “DeBlasio”? Is he just a trusted 

friend of the Weathermen and their support group, Black Lives Matter? Or is “DeBlasio” an actual 

Weatherman? 

 

What darkness did “DeBlasio” learn while at Columbia? 

  

[MT208] In a chilling 1982 documentary, Larry Grathwohl exposed the depths of the depravity 

and the anti-American hatred festering at Columbia, where “DeBlasio” received a Master’s in 

International Affairs. 

 

Larry Grathwohl: “I brought up the subject of what’s going to happen after we take over 

the government. You know, [once] we become responsible for administering, you know, 

250 million people. And there was no answer. No one had given any thought to economics. 

How are you going to clothe and feed these people? 

 

“The only thing that I could get was that they expected that the Cubans, the North 

Vietnamese, the Chinese, and the Russians would all want to occupy different portions of 

the United States. 

 

“They also believed that their immediate responsibility would be to protect against what 

they called the “counter-revolution.” And they felt that this counter-revolution could best 

be guarded against by creating and establishing re-education in the [American] 

Southwest, where we would take all of the people who needed to be re-educated into the 

new way of thinking and teach them how things were going to be. 

 

“I asked, “Well, what is going to happen to those people that we can’t re-educate, that are 

diehard capitalists?” And the reply was that they’d have to be eliminated. And when I 

pursued this further, they estimated that they’d have to eliminate 25 million people in these 

re-education centers. And when I say “eliminate,” I mean kill 25 million people. 

 

“I want you to imagine sitting in a room with 25 people, most of whom have graduate 

degrees from Columbia and other well-known educational centers, and hear them figuring 

out the logistics for the elimination of 25 million people. 

 

“And they were dead serious.” 

 

[UH603] This is the ideology for the final Mao’ist takeover of America, and it seems to be 

embedded deeply not only in the Weather Underground, but the Democrat Party and the faculty 

lounges of America’s most expensive academic institutions. Have you ever wondered why so 

many leftists always seem so happy throwing away this amazing country, then starting over 

again? Do they know who would be rebuilding the country? Do they seriously think it would be 

them? 

 

Are we starting to answer the question, “Who is Warren Wilhelm?” 



 

[JZ543] Is this what Hillary Clinton was referring to when she urged for the 'Official 

Rehabilitation' of Trump Supporters? 

 

Elimination? 

 

We better ask both “DeBlasio” AND Hillary. 

 

[TB794] Subsequently, the Weathermen claim to have targeted property, only, and they mostly 

did, but there was some loss of life. Wouldn’t it be ironic if top Weathermen could be pinned 

with this hit job in Greenwich Village? Neither Bill Ayers nor Bernardine Dohrn ever spent so 

much as a day in jail for any of their crimes for as many as 2,000 bombings they may have been 

involved with. So, would an FBI that serves the people finally open a legitimate investigation in 

this and other bombings, and finally put Ayers, Dohrn and other Weathermen away for the rest 

of their lives? 

 

[SD169] In conclusion to this discussion of the BLA and Weathermen having created BLM, 

could it be that the Weather Underground cooperated in the Chesimard murder on the NJ 

Freeway, including the choice of the date? Did they pick the date to memorialize the anniversary 

of the death of J. Edgar Hoover? Could Hoover have been “offed” to be sure the FBI would be in 

chaos, 17-days later, when the Weather Underground bombed the U.S. Pentagon? But how do 

you “off” someone by heart attack? That’s easy, when you are the CIA. (Search this document 

for “The Church Commission” to read about the CIA’s ‘Heart Attack Gun’) 

 

[ZI255] The discussion of “DeBlasio’s” hate for President Trump and America would not be 

complete without taking a step back to see who else was using BLACK LIVES MATTER signage 

to corner President Trump, interfere with the upcoming 2020 election, and use black Americans 

like they were the property of the Democrat Party? Muriel Bowser, a black woman herself, either 

is completely deaf to the needs of black Americans, or has drunken the Kool Aid as a loyalist to 

the Marxist Revolution and the overthrow of the U.S. Government, as was/is planned by the 

Weather Underground and the Black Liberation Army (BLA). Bowser, as Mayor, helped organize 

seven muralists to paint “Black Lives Matter” in 35-foot-tall letters on the pavement of a two-

block stretch of 16th Street NW just north of the White House. So, ,was she acting in her official 

capacity, or doing so privately? One thing is for sure, when Satanists (the underbelly of 

Communism) are scheming, they actively leave multiple fingerprints they can use later to privately 

show, “WE DID THAT!” and “THAT’S US!” 

 

[FN758] In this case, they chose a Friday in June 2020, 151 days until the 2020 election on 

November 3. But why? 

 

[GO963] Bowser rushed to paint BLACK LIVES MATTER on 16th and H Streets NW to 

symbolically rename the intersection “Black Lives Matter Plaza,” on June 5, 2020. That “happened 

to be” exactly 52-years after the murder of Robert F. Kennedy. Did someone advise her of the 

significance of that date? And isn’t it odd, given that May 2, 5/2, was so central to the Marxism 

perv numerology celebrated earlier in this document? Remember? The quite possible murder of J. 

Edgar Hoover on 5/2/1972 by the CIA’s “Heart Attack Gun”, and the anniversary “celebration” 
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on 5/2/1973 by Joanne Chesimard (a.k.a. Assata Shakur) on the NJ Thruway, and more. What was 

Muriel Bowser “celebrating” with the choice of that historic day where she stuck “Black Lives 

Matter Plaza” up the nose of President Donald J. Trump, choosing a street that aims dead center 

at the Oval Office? Or could the “future president” have also held sway on that important timing 

for this election related decision? Was Joe thinking about 6/5/1968 and Bobbie Kennedy laying in 

his own pool of blood (52-years prior) while Bowser was thinking 5/2/1973 and Officer Foerster, 

the NJ State Trooper, murdered with his own New Jersey State Issued revolver, by Joanne 

Chesimard (a.k.a. Assata Shakur)? If so, was Bowser giving yet another “gift” to Chesimard , the 

“inspirational leader” of Black Lives matter, as she continued to hide in Communist Cuba? How 

else did Bowser express her hatred while using the veil of the Mayor’s Office to satisfy her own 

personal vendettas? 

 

[TN748] Does this finally explain why President Joe Biden has been celebrating the severed head 

of Robert F. Kennedy Sr., IN THE OVAL OFFICE, since day one of his administration? And is it 

as true today, as it was when John F. Kennedy tried to, “splinter the CIA into a thousand pieces 

and scatter it into the winds”? 

 

[IY730] Anyway, the choice of the date 6/5/2020 may have given both Joe Biden and Muriel 

Bowser something to “celebrate”, as they appear to have found common ground on how to run the 

country…into the ground. 

   

[SG079] Our final topic is the Open Declaration of War on America on May 24, 1970, by, guess 

who? Bernardine Dohrn, stepmother of WeatherBaby Boy Chesa Boudin, as Dohrn declared she 

was speaking for all Weatherman and all those under the control of the Weather Underground. 

This declaration, still in force today, ties together everything we’ve discussed thus far, including 

the in-your-face treason by Jane Fonda against America, two years later, in 1972, at the height of 

the Vietnam War. The Weathermen bombings, over 2,000 on U.S. Government installations, the 

killings, the robberies, the lying, the race baiting, and the formation of numerous black Support 

groups, including the BLA, the BPP, the May 19 Communist Organization (M19CO), the BLM 

and each of the Assata’s Daughters Marxist indoctrination classes for kids, here is what she 

declared and what has never rescinded. 

 

[YQ204] “Hello, I’m going to read a Declaration of a State of War. This is the first communication 

from the Weathermen Underground. Kids know the lines are drawn. Revolution is touching all of 

our lives. Freaks are Revolutionaries and Revolutionaries are Freaks. If you want to find us, this 

is where we are. In every tribe, commune, dormitory, farmhouse, barracks and townhouse, where 

kids are making love, smoking dope and loading guns. Fugitives from American justice are free to 

go.  

 

[SQ057] Within the next 14-days, we will attack a symbol or institution of American INjustice. 

 

 
[NY450] A make white speaker, with a black male accomplice, stated, “The power belongs to the 

young people and the black people in this country. Come on, we gotta fight it out, we gotta build 

a strong base and some day we gotta knock those M-Fer’s who control this thing, right on their 

ass.” 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.1v1yuxt
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.1t3h5sf
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.4d34og8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.2s8eyo1


 

[MC651] Excerpts: Mark Rudd, “I tell my students I helped found an organization whose goal was 

the violent overthrow of the United States.” 

 

[OW081] Excerpts: Brian Flanaghan, who confessed his involvement with the Weather 

Underground terrorist organization, without revealing details that would implicate him or someone 

else, said, “I’m not going to tell you I walked in here this day and put a bomb here, or I made this 

here, or I blew up this car, or I held up this bank. There were armed robberies, terrorism, you know, 

there things that went down on the illegal side…” 

 

[AV801] Watch this following video to truly appreciate how deeply Mao’s Cultural 

Revolution  penetrated American society. 

 

[NH185] The Weather Underground declares WAR against America and have not yet renounced 

that declaration. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiIC8YwQVV8 

 

[ST587] Two weeks later, on June 9, 1970, the Weathermen made their first publicly 

acknowledged bombing, after they placed a bomb at the New York City police station, a historic 

location, once called, “New York’s Scotland Yard”.  

 

[VS099] So the declaration of war was real! On 6/9/1970, a bomb made with ten sticks of dynamite 

exploded in the 240 Centre Street headquarters of the New York City Police Department. The 

explosion was preceded by a warning about six minutes prior to the detonation and was followed 

by a WUO claim of responsibility. 

 

[FI095] So, by the time of this bombing, had the Weathermen now fully shifted to damaging 

property only, as was always their claim? Was the Greenwich Village, NYC explosion, that killed 

three Weathermen, including the girlfriend of Bill Ayers, an intentional purge of those 

Weathermen who may have been more closely tied to the Students for a Democratic Society? More 

importantly, were the three also the ones more eager to cause human casualties, as they allegedly 

made a nail bomb for a Veterans Ball at Fort Dix? Wouldn’t all those casualties have put all 

weathermen on the run from the police and the FBI, forever?  

 

[AQ433] So, in hindsight, wouldn’t it be nice if there were another clue, linking these two 

bombings, for a proper historical perspective and to possible open a criminal investigation into the 

one in Greenwich Village? Well, there is. The explosion at Greenwich Village took place on 

3/6/1970, and the bombing of the NYC Police Headquarters took place three-months later, on the 

6/9/1970. The underlying powers structure for the Weather Underground has yet to be revealed, 

but there is clearly an Occult connection, planning these two bombings and connecting these two 

bombings. 

 

[PU964] These monsters, who murder by digit, like on 9/11, could not seem to have helped 

themselves. They leave fingerprints so they can later take credit for the action, privately. The 

planner of these two epic bombings have left an Occult fingerprint. 3/6 means 3-6’s which is 666, 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.3tbugp1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiIC8YwQVV8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/240_Centre_Street
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.3dy6vkm


which means Lucifer, the one many Occultists are sworn to serve. 6/9 is the follow-on sequence, 

which equals 3X3=3X666=666666666. 

 

[SH442] This “accidental” explosion in Greenwich Village is certainly queued up to require an 

actual murder investigation. So, Chesa Boudin, whose mother, Cathy Boudin, ran away start-naked 

from that explosion, is the perfect place to begin. Start asking Chesa and all who knew her, 

including David Gilbert, Ayers and Dohrn, under oath, and on polygraph, what they recall about 

that particular event. And ask each of the 70+ Soros DA’s, who are ideologically cut from the 

Chesa cookie cutter. Some things are unforgettable, when you hear them, and I think a Weathermen 

“inside job”, a “Villain as the Victim” massacre, is exactly that.  

 

[XR408] In conclusion, several quotes which forewarned about a planned Race War, but were 

resoundingly ignored: 

 

[CA831] “As early as 1928, the communists declared that the racial differences 

among our people constituted the weakest and most vulnerable point in our social 

fabric. By probing and straining at this one spot, they calculated that eventually 

the cloth could be torn apart and that Americans could be divided, weakened and 

perhaps even set against each other in open combat.”  

-Mr. G Edward Griffin (1969) 

 

[XR101] “Blacks can be used for the revolution. But, they can be sacrificed as 

part of the revolution, as well. Indeed, like the Muslims, they are cannon fodder 

for the revolution.” - Bill Ayers, as quoted by Larry Grathwohl, FBI Undercover 

Whistleblower and Author (circa late 1960’s) 

 

 

[LG908] As a parting expose on the racism of a long-time darling of the left, Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt (FDR), you need to understand how FDR gave preferential treatment to Adolph 

Hitler, while also sticking a knife in the back of all back Americans, in one decisive blow. 

According to Mark Levin, in his book, “The Democrat Party hates America”, FDR’s 

maltreatment of Jesse Owens after the 1936 Berlin Olympics, tells the whole story. 
 

[TN188] Most everyone recalls how Jessie Owens, the black American sprinter, poked Hitler in 

the proverbial eye by winning 4-Olympic gold medals, while making the NAZI men’s sprinters 

look like a joke. In fact, Owens’s wins are the most memorable part of the 1936 Olympics, since 

Hitler and his “master race” were no match for one black man from America. 
 

[WD026] So, how did FDR show his gratitude to Jesse Owens? By inviting the entire US 

Olympic team to the White House, but by UN-inviting Jessie Owens. 

 

[BN901] Racist to the core! And lovers of National Socialism (a.k.a. NAZI). The racism of the 

Democrat Party was true then, and is proven in this document to still be true today. The 

Democrat Party being NAZI at the core was also true then, and is also proven here to still be 

true, with the revelations of the secret identify and secret massacre involving the Bürgermeister 

Warren Wilhelm.  



 

[PC476] Hasn’t the time come for all black Americans to leave the Democrat Party and join the 

fight against Systemic Racism? The Great Thomas Sowell, raised in Harlem, then Harvard 

educated, says the “many attempts at redistribution wealth…have ended up redistributing 

poverty”.  But he has been virtually ignored by the “Mainstream Media” because he had the 

courage to challenge Liberal orthodoxy. 

 

[HL756] This helps explain the depths of the pure racism in the dark heart of Nancy Pelosi. Her 

brother, “Franklin Delano Roosevelt” D’Alessandro broke new ground in Baltimore, perfecting 

“Systemic Racisms”, and turning poor neighborhoods into the building blocks of huge 

government solutions to crime and poverty that only make matters worse, and forced tens of 

millions of black Americans onto the “Democrat Slave Plantation”. Stay tuned for Nancy Pelosi’s 

unique ability to use fear to scare black Americans into voting Democrat and the reason Jim Jones 

relocated “The People’s Temple” to San Francisco, and to the Presidio, the part of San Francisco 

which Pelosi now represents. And you will learn why Willie Brown represented Jim Jones, in 

Sacramento, during the 4-years leading up to Jonestown, which murdered almost a thousand 

people, two thirds of whom were black and brown people. 

 

[XI136] The Psyop called “Jonestown” was the training ground for the psychological research 

where black children were trained to be loyal to their white masters. People like Joe Biden, Nancy 

Pelosi, Bill Clinton, and the Weather Underground. You know, the ones who claim Republicans 

are, “The Real White Supremacists”. 

 

Watch our reference videos for more evidence on the connection of Nancy Pelosi, Willie Brown 

and Kamala Harris to the Psyop and Black Genocide of Jonestown… 

 

The Three Shakur’s 

 

[GZ681] Meanwhile, it seems we have caught the darlings of the Democrat’s, the Weather 

Underground, in a cold example of white Supremacy. Case in point, Bill Ayers and Bernardine 

Dohrn lived an enchanted life in America in spite of all the violence and race division they have 

caused in America. Yet, the “cannon fodder”, black Americans, suffer more death, poverty and 

destitution with every passing day, which is best exemplified by the fate of The Three Shakurs. 

 

[RT746] Assata Shakur (given name Joanne Chesimard) was declared the “Inspiration Leader” of 

the Black Lives Matter Movement and was also the inspiration for the name of the WeatherBaby 

Boy, “Chesa”, as in Chesa Boudin. But, in spite of the accolades for her murder of a NJ State 

Trooper, Assata Shakur spent her life in a communist nation, Cuba, with nowhere near the creature 

comforts of Ayers and Dohrn, in part because Assata was a WANTED TERRORIST by the FBI, 

and lived over 40-years with a $1 Million bounty for her arrest by the FBI and another $1 Million 

from the State of New Jersey. So, it seems that Assata Shakur lived a BAD, DERAVED life, while 

Bernardine and her ilk lived the GOOD life, if not the GREAT life. 

 

[KL751] Sayeed Malik Shakur, Assata’s husband, died of his injuries on 5/2/1973, the day of the 

murder of the NJ State Trooper. Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn, both highly decorated and 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.3rdcrjn
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.26in1rg
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.lnxbz9


highly paid professors, Merchandised his death by naming their two born sons, Sayeed and Malik. 

The Weathermen all lived the good life, the best America can offer, with Chesa Boudin rising to 

the position of District Attorney for San Francisco. Meanwhile, Sayeed Malik Shakur died a tragic 

and bloody death, by gunshot, in a firefight aside his own wife, as he bled to death for the 

Weathermen’s Revolution, a Revolution concocted by rich white men (and women). 

 

[KQ986] And with the recent arrest of the man who is alleged to have murdered the nephew of 

Assata Shakur, Hip Hop legend Tupac (2Pac) Shakur, once again, the Shakur’s can be seen as the 

“Cannon Fodder”, the term the Weathermen have used for the disposable nature of black people, 

so long as it fuels the Revolution. 

 

[KK524] The FBI reportedly knew who killed Tupac over 15-years ago, but none-the-less gave 

the killer immunity from conviction in 2006, which prevented him from being arrested. Why? 

What was the FBI trying to hide? Was the murder of Tupac a payback to Assata, who “happened” 

to murder on 5/2/1973, the one-year anniversary to what I described as the CIA’s hit on J. Edgar 

Hoover? Were the Weathermen celebrating the CIA’s use of their custom-made heart attack gun, 

or were the Weathermen celebrating, even heralding, their successful bombing attack on the U.S. 

Pentagon, the most secure building on earth, only 17-days after the death of J. Edgar Hoover? Or 

were the Weathermen and the Black Liberation Army celebrating both events?  

 

[AD204] In the end, the rich, white Weathermen served powerful people in the U.S. Government 

and the Democrat Party, and prospered in every way, while the three Shakur’s, and millions of 

black Americans, paid dearly with their own lives. So, aren’t the faces of Bill Ayers and Bernardine 

Dohrn the actual faces of White Supremacy? Are these the one talked about endlessly by the 

BLACK LIVES MATTER Movement, when they incessantly harp on “attacks by White 

Supremacists”? If BLM’s “founders” were trained by Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn, and other 

Weathermen, perhaps the time’s come for those very “founders” of BLM, including Alicia 

Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi, to finally declare, “White Supremacists Found!” 

 

MAY GOD BLESS AMERICA 

     Robert J. Antonellis 

 

=================== 

 

References documents for “BLM – American Hamas” 

 

People Currently Under Investigation 

https://psyopwars.com/UnderInvestigation.html 
 

BLM References on PSYOPWARS.com 

https://psyopwars.com/BLM.html 
 

The Greatest Snowjob on Earth 

Greatest-Snowjob-on-Earth.pdf 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.35nkun2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.1ksv4uv
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vfl83SJJupQhDwFUnjimZ1iYDSOzGEGV/edit#bookmark=id.44sinio
https://psyopwars.com/UnderInvestigation.html
https://psyopwars.com/BLM.html
https://psyopwars.com/articles/pdf/Greatest-Snowjob-on-Earth.pdf


https://tinyurl.com/GreatestSnowjob 

 

 

Rebirthing the BLA to BLM 

Rebirthing-BLA-to-BLM.hd.mp4 

https://tinyurl.com/BLA-to-BLM 

 

Did BLM Donors Unwittingly Fund American Destabilization? 

Did-BLM-Donors-Unwittingly-Fund-American-Destabilization.hd.mp4 

https://tinyurl.com/BLM-Donors 

 

A Funny Thing Happened at Harvard 

A_Funny_Thing_Happened_At_Harvard.pdf 

https://tinyurl.com/FunnyAtHarvard 

 

BLM - A WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING? 

BLM-A_WOLF_IN_SHEEPS_CLOTHING.pdf 

https://tinyurl.com/BLM-WOLF 

 

Communist Race Theory or Critical Race Theory (CRT) - Which is it? 

Communist_Race_Theory_or_Critical_Race_Theory-Which_is_it.pdf 

https://tinyurl.com/CRT-or-CRT 

 

Who is Warren Wilhelm-Did de-Blasio Attack NYC and DT? 

Who_is_Warren_Wilhelm-Did_de-Blasio_Attack_NYC_and_DT.mp4 

https://tinyurl.com/WarrenWilhelm  
 

For more information on the terrorist origins of BLM 

Check: 

https://psyopwars.com/BLM.html 
 

 

https://tinyurl.com/GreatestSnowjob
https://tinyurl.com/BLA-to-BLM
https://tinyurl.com/BLM-Donors
https://tinyurl.com/FunnyAtHarvard
https://tinyurl.com/BLM-WOLF
https://tinyurl.com/CRT-or-CRT
https://tinyurl.com/WarrenWilhelm
https://psyopwars.com/BLM.html

	[TB794] Did I also mention that one of the three dead Weathermen, Diana Oughton, was the former girlfriend of Bill Ayers. So, was there ever a case in history where the “girlfriend in waiting” killed the girlfriend of the man she so wanted for herself...



